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ABSTRACT
The developing field of cross-cultural psychology has been 
reviewed, and certain theoretical, methodological and 
substantive issues have been discussed at some length.
Special attention has been paid to a review of studies of 
cognitive style and psychological differentiation in 
cross-cultural persepctive, with special attention to the 
effects of social class and socialization upon the development 
of psychological differentiation and the associated skills 
of perceptual disembedding.
The influence of particular types of socialization on the 
development of self-esteem has been discussed, and possible 
connections between styles of socialization leading to field- 
dependence and poor self-esteem have been considered.
Little work relating self-esteem and psychological differ­
entiation can be discovered in published literature.
Data from a study of 10 and 11 year-old pupils in four schools 
in London and the South East of England have been analysed.
The following groups have been compared: white, middle class 
children; white, working class children; and black (West Indian) 
children, in the four schools. The test battery included the 
Children's Embedded Figures Test (Uitkin's CEFT), Coopersmith1s 
Self Esteem Inventory; Miller's measure of parental authorit­
arianism, and child's attitude to school; a measure of social 
class; sociometric measures; and a test of reading ability.
Contrary to hypothesis, self-esteem and the CEFT were not related 
to one another. Parental authoritarianism was only weakly 
related to CEFT. However,- parental authoritarianism and 
poor self-esteem in the child were strongly related. A hypothetical 
group of children were identified, characterized by 
field-independence, good reading ability, and middle-class 
parents who were often absent from the home, and who gave the 
child much autonomy, but who were not particularly supportive 
..of his activities.
A comparison of parental authoritarianism in black and white 
samples indicated significantly less authoritarianism in the latter 
group. When social class and parental authoritarianism were 
controlled, differences in scores on the CEFT between the 
black and white samples disappeared.
Scores of all social class and ethnic groups in the present study 
on the CEFT were as high, or higher than those previously reported 
in American and European samples of middle class or 
non-authoritarian subjects, suggesting specific cultural factors 
in the British subjects, which influence - the development of 
field independence. In our British subjects reading ability was 
more strongly related to the CEFT than expected on the basis of 
previous American work; and expected sex differences in 
field dependence did not emerge in the British subjects.
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Currently social psychology has been attacked nulte severely on 
methodological and theoretical grounds. Prank Restle, an experimental 
psychologist, commented that social psychology is now in a state of stagna­
tion. It is locked in the stage of merely doing parametric studies without 
considering or attempting much of promoting to the stage of developing any 
firm and decent theoretical model. -
On the other hand, while most emphasis is on these parametric studies, 
the variables used are of limited generality. Some critical psychologists 
have commented that modern social psychology is culture bound. The problem 
is, as Triandis argued, "that our theories utilise low levels of abstraction 
because they are designed to account for limited phenomena in one single 
culture" (Triandis, 1975. p.82).
At present, the advance of mass media communication and the ease of 
public transportation has made cross-cultural contact more available, and 
psychologists are given more chances to study non-Western cultures. 
Unfortunately when theories developed with indigenous populations are taken 
to apply to non-western people, deficiencies of these models immediately 
become visible. Theories developed in a single culture are'., not capable of 
taking into account the complex interaction of the different types of 
behaviour with cultural setting, personality etc.
The virtue of cross-cultural psychology lies in its ability to com­
pensate for the deficiencies of social psychology. As Hudson et aX 
suggested, fWhereas studies within a culture are concerned with individual 
variation about the norm for that culture, cross-cultural studies provide 
information about variation of norms as a function of cultural differences" 
(Hudson, Barakat and Laforge, 19 )• Indeed cross-cultural studies provide
fresh insights into new phenomena and variables of a particular social 
behaviour, thus allowing the discovery of higher order variables which can 
be systematically related to culture—specific variaoles, and consequently 
■a more general psychological modem can be developed*
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of* cross-cultural studies* the profound theory of psychological .differentia­
tion developed by Witkin and his associates (1962) is merely one of these. 
Nevertheless, despite its short period of development, it. has become quite a 
popular but nonetheless very useful model in the field of cross-cultural 
psychology. The key idea of the present study mainly derives from this 
well-known model of £>qychological differentiation.
Although many factors help to determine how an individual reants to a 
particular situation or problem, it is said that in general people have a 
fairly consistent set of inner and outer responses. More specifically, 
people have their individual "style" in social interaction and problem 
solving, which also applies to their intellectual functioning and emotions.
On the basis of these, Witkin et al developed the theory of psychological 
differentiation. The basic rationale for Witkin1s description of differentia­
tion comes from cognitive-style theory, which suggests that people have a 
preferred, stable mode of cognitive functioning which find expression not 
only in perceptual and intellectual activities but also in other spheres of 
personal psychological activity.: This emphasis has subsequently led to a 
search for connections and consistences from one psychological area to 
another, and to the finding of formal stylistic similarities across many 
psychological areas (Witkin et al, 1971).
Witkin argues that this broad and more abstract dimension of cognitive 
functioning can be "picked up" in the individual’s perceptual functioning 
which is more readily observable in the methodological sense, thereby 
allowing a more accessible approach to the study of cognitive theory.
Following these principles Witkin suggested that people drnffer in 
their modes of perceiving. Some people tend to perceive in wholes, whilst 
others separate out and differentiate their perceptions. Y/itkan used the 
term "Field—Impendence—Independence" to describe this particular perceptual 
dimension. Various researches have cumulated over these years in favour 
of this approach.
Nonetheless, there seems to lie some ambiguous arguments on the basis 
of' this approach, that people from different cultures would, perform 
differently on this perceptual dimension. More specifically, non-Western 
people appear to be less field-independent, compared to Europeans.
Not surprisingly, cultural factors of the various groups must have 
effects on the individual’s functioning. However it does not necessarily 
follow that a particular cultural group is generally inferior in psychologi­
cal functioning, as some have suggested. *
Some psychological studies concerning African-White differences have 
alleged a consistent pattern of inferior intelligence test scores on the 
part of the African (or in people of African origin) as well as an 
apparent concrete way of thinking (Jensen, I ci73). We approach the view that 
any observed differences are biological in nature with great scepticism.
One of the purposes of the present-study is to tiy and identify social 
factors-which underlie differences in cognitive style in contrasted ethnic 
groups.
The particular objective of the present study has been to examine 
some social and personal correlates of cognitive style in West Indian and 
English 10- and 11-year-old school children. The study was mainly, 
concerned with testing hypotheses derived from 'Witkin and his fellow 
workers, on Field Deparjmce-Independence, in children. There has been 
remarkably little research on Field Dependence in Britain, d therefore 
this exposition may perhaps be overly influenced by the findings of the 
large research projects done in America and elsewhere. It is hoped that 
in the future, consideration of the importance of the subject will arouse 
interest among British Psychologists.
The problems faced in the present study were threefold. First, we 
aimed to investigate whether there were any racial or ethnical difference 
between West Indian and English 10- and 11-year-olds in their responses to 
the Children1s Embedded Figure Test (CEFT); and whether the following
factors covaried with the CEFT to a similar exbent in both ethnic groups; 
the Coopersmith Self-esteem Inventory (SEl); and tiller1s Attitudes to 
Phrents and School Schedule; the Schonell silent reading Test; e,nd the 
Sociomstric Inventory. Secondly, the study aimed to compare the English 
results with those of .Witkin on American children of similar age. The
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third problem of the study was to compare the two different ethnic groups, 
English and West Indian, in respect of environmental or cultural factors 
which might account for any differences in cognitive style.
According to Witkin, environmental factors - socioeconomic status, 
population density, family size, family atmosphere, and parental aspirations 
largely account for the difference on test scores, rather than genetic 
potentialities. This in contrast to the findings on psychometric intelli­
gence by Jencks and his team (1972), that genotype explained, some A5$ of 
the variance in IQ scores, while environment and interaction between .. 
environment and genotype explained the remaining 55$ Is a relevant 
comparison. .
Lloyd (1972) in fact divides “intelligence" into three types:
0) Psychometric intelligence, e.g. I.Q.; (2) PLaget’an concept formation;A.
(3) Cognitive style. The basic assumption for the present study is that 
environmental and cultural factors are the fundamental variables which 
produce variation in cognitive style, although genetic factors might 
account for a small part of the variance (Claeys, 1973)
The rationale for using children’s Embedded Figure Test ; to assess 
psychological differentiation in children comes from the notion that scores 
obtained from the CEFT manifest both the characteristic and self-consistent 
mode of cognitive-style, as well as some broader dimensions of personal 
functioning which underlie general intelligence.
The emphasis in research on cognitive style, as Witkin put it (Wit k m  5 
1971) "has been on the adaptive functions served by cognitive processes in 
the psychological economy-of the individual. This emphasis has.led to a
search for connections and consistencies from one psychological area to 
another, and to the finding of formal stylistic similarities across many 
psychological areas. The result is a more integrated, holistic view of 
personality". Before considering in more depth the theory of cognitive 
style, a review on the theoretical background of cross-cultural studies is 
deemed necessary.
CHAPTER-1
THE DEVELOPING- FIELD OF CROSS-CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY
THE .DEVELOPING- FIELD OF CROSS- CULTURAL PSYCHOLOGY 
.With the rising importance and increasing interest in the field of 
cross-cultural psychology over the past decade, a great variety of studies 
have been loosely labelled "cross-cultural". It seems necessary to define 
what the term implieso In the general sense, the term refers to comparative 
studies undertaken in different cultures utilizing data collected, by 
anthropologists on various groups to test hypotheses concerning human . 
behaviour. Whenever cultural variables, be it the subjects themselves or 
the circumstances in which they live, are considered in order to clarity- 
the understanding of a psychological process, it can be defined as "cross- 
cultural psychology". It is clearly understood then, that a vast array 
of both ecological and. environmental factors should be put into considera­
tion for testing hypotheses, as the term "culture" implies.
In specification, the term "cross-cultural" denotes the comparison 
of people contrasting -sharply in order of life and ecology as, say,
■ Western-European and non-European. Comparisons among European groups are 
usually called "cross-national". It seems that comparison of sub-cultural 
group or cross-ethnic group comparisons are not usually included in cross- 
cultural studies. Nevertheless, the classification should not be a hard 
and fast rule. Exception should be allowed when results from intra- 
cultural comparisons are likely to yield valuable findings. Often a com­
bination of comparisons between and within societies is most conducive 
to fuller understanding of psychological process, and the development of 
new theories. . ~
It might be asked why ethnographic materials should be used to test 
psychological principles. Why do we not use materials gathered in our 
own society, where language and culture are more familiar and more 
susceptible to adequate control? It should be understood that psychology 
‘has long been handicappedby its limitation of application. Since mosb
studies are done within the framework of Western European culture, one 
could never be certain whether the particular generalization is valid for. 
all individuals or is restricted to individuals in one specific culture (or 
culture group) only. On tine other hand, cross-cultural studies increase 
the range of variation of the independent variables at hand, which creates 
problems of methodology and design*
An example is the study by Sear and Wise (1950) on "age of weaning 
and stress'*. The result - of this study of a sample of 80 children living in 
Kansas City indicated that there was a positive relationship between'.the 
age of weaning and the degree to which the infant gave indication of 
emotional disturbance, i.e. the later a child-was weaned, the more disturb*- 
ance and stress he showed. (The relationship reached the one per cent level 
of significance) • One may ask whether the conclusion drawn is a general 
psychological trait, or whether it is peculiar to the culture under study. 
Whiting and Child (1953) conducted another research on.75-societies using 
the same variables as those used by Sear and Wise. Their study showed a 
tendency of late weaning to result in less emotional disturbance which 
seemed contradictory to Sear and Wise’s finding. One might thus conclude 
that different- psychological principles were operating in Kansas City than 
in the rest of the world. If a generalization about child weaning and 
emotional disturbance is to be established, it is understood that it cannot 
simply be based on the Sear and Wise findings alohQ. On the other hand, 
Reviewing the data of the two studies, it was clear that the range of age 
of weaning for the Kansas City sample was 0-7 months, whereas the the 
cross-cultural studies it was 12 months to 6 years. The two studies clearly 
complement each other showing a better picture of relation between age of 
weaning and emotional disturbance. Due to the lack of variation of range, 
neither study can tell the whole story of truth. The example illustrates 
clearly how psychologists are exceedingly hampered by lack of variation in 
.arriving at acceptable generalisation; that is where cross-cultural
Q> *
• research comes to be useful and important.
Methodological Issues
Granted that the cross-cultural method is useful in providing a test 
for general!zability and applicability of present laws and hypotheses, as 
well as covering an increased range of variables, which may not be 
experienced within' one’s own cultural context alone. For the development 
of more universal descriptions, we. should bear in mind that in order to 
meet these aims, special attention should be paid to the application and 
adoption of appropriate research strategies and techniques* It is only too 
obvious that the cultural factors encountered in doing cross-cultural 
research are bound to increase.ihd complexity in application.
Conceptually, it can be argued that every culture represents a unique 
whole which is different from other cultures. Their cultural attributes 
may differ to such an extent that different conceptual systems are needed 
to describe them adequately. Thus in making comparison across culture 
possible, we have to make certain assumptions, Firstly, comparison 
requires dimensional identity. The concept lias been proposed by Duyker 
and Frijda (1960) and elaborated by Frijda and Jahoda (1966), In. order to 
compare the two cultures, they have to be within identical dimensions. 
Cross-cultural research assumes that this dimensional identity exists.
This in turn rests upon the assumption of the "psychic unity of mankind" 
(Kroeber, 1948; Wallace, 1-961) and the possibility of the demonstration of 
"cultural universals" (iCLuckhohn, 1953)* This argument is supported by 
Campbell (1964) when.he explains that only when perceptual similarities 
between-cultural groups are established can perceptual differences between 
individuals be meaningfully interpreted. Radically different modes of 
perception cannot be compared since a multitude of alternative explana­
tions could not be ruled out.
Secondly, aspects of culture are comparable only if they referred to 
functionally similar problems. Obviously, if similar activities have 
different functions in different societies, their parameters cannot be 
used for comparative purposes. Thus.comparative study of teachers from
different societies as exponents of their culture may be invalidated if 
teachers have different social status and functions in the society* This 
means, if a comparison is to be made, functional similarity has to be 
established. Without this initial functional equivalence, the psychologist 
are likely to engage in comparison of unrelated behaviours which do not 
yield any meaningful result at all. Yet, it will usually be extremely 
difficult to disentangle non-equivalence and performance-difference-under- 
equivalence. It is clear then, in approaching a cross-cultural comparison, 
a number of controls should be made to render comparable measurement.
Communication
Campbell (1 9^4) proposed that rather than showing an absence of 
cognitive ability, total failure on a test might instead represent a 
breakdown in communication about the nature of the task between the experi­
menter and his subject, J
Obviously, one of the major constraints in mailing cross-cultural 
comparison is the need tonensure that any difference recorded should not 
be due to translation failures of a linguistic, material or situational 
nature.
Cross-cultural researchers have recently begun to examine translation
/' * .
systematically and experimental studies on the technical dimensions of 
translation have been undertaken by Brislin (1970), Werner and Campbell
(1970), Frijda and Jahoda (1966). The method of back translation seems 
to offer promising solution. The procedure requires at least two 
bilingual experts in the source language and the language of the planned 
research. One translates source material into the language of the 
research, then the other translates the research instrument into the 
source language without access to the original. If the original and the 
back—translated version are identical or similar, then there is strong 
evidence that they are equivalent. However, this method does not always
guarantee total success. Werner and Campbell suggested the method of the 
heeding of certain rules in preparing the source materials* These include 
the use of simple sentence, repetition of nouns rather than using pronouns, 
elimination of metaphors and colloquial expressions, use of active rather 
than passive tense, and the avoidance of hypothetical and subjunctive 
phrasing. These rules, while facilitating translation accuracy, limit the 
flexibility of the material available for use in cross-cultural research.
Back translation is only one method of dealing with linguistic 
problems. Non-verbal strategies have also been used to avoid the problem. 
The use of motion picture as instruction has been used successfully to 
break down communication barriers which interfered with the procedure. 
Heron and Simonsson (1969) used a non-verbal test first developed in the 
United States with deaf children t.o measure the cognitive behaviour of 
Zambian Children.
The test situation too, poses problems for the researchers and. 
subjects alike. This involves two possible elements: the experimenter- 
subject relationship, and the expectations, attitudes and. response of the 
subject aroused by the test situation. In most research, the experimenter 
is a total stranger,' and is always viewed as a powerful and prestigious 
figure. However friendly the relationship and atmosphere he tries to 
establish with the subjects, the fact remains that he is still treated as 
an alien authority figure, and this may well arouse suspicion and thus 
inhibit performance on the subjects* Whatever the means for ensuring 
compliance, either by using one’s status and power or by some reward for 
co-operation, the situation may evoke certain uncalled-for responses by 
the subject. He may react either by refusal and deception or over-acting 
•to please the experimenter. Furthermore, the testing environment itself 
may also evoke disturbance. Research undertaken in an office or 
laboratory may provoke fear and refusal, while home visits may as well 
•arouse considerable excitement and difficulties in ensuring prigacy and.
' c ommun i c at i on. . .
In cross-cultural research, it is obvious that a lot of the tests are 
a carry-over of procedures developed for study in'some Western cultures,,
The allegations on the so-called "primitive intellectual inferiority" 
which was largely due to test bias, led to the search for "culture-free"
• tests. But, as Prijda and Jahoda (1966) aver, there can be no such thing 
as "culture-free" tests, rather.it should be called "culture-fair".. The 
term implies that a single instrument can be applied to different cultural 
groups. This could be achieved in at least two ways: either by constructing 
tests equally unfamiliar to all, or by designing culturally appropriate 
tests, whereby a particular psychological dimension is assessed by means 
of a medium familiar to the member of each culture. The T-A-T modification, 
adapting the ethnic characteristics of the j>ersons represented against 
suitable backgrounds is one appropriate example. The two strategies both 
have their difficulties and limitations. The adaptation of appropriate 
tests to obtain optional conditions is used at the cost of literally 
identical procedure, while, the other alternative of using the came test in 
various cultures minimises the possibility of cultural differences.
Berry (19&9) in a recent study established, a framework for the 
making of behavioural comparisons across culture which seems rather 
appropriate. The framework were termed ernic and etic. The emie approach 
examines one culture and studies behaviour from within the system with 
criteria relevant only to the internal'characteristics of the culture 
under study. The etic approach studies behaviour from the without position, 
using universal criterion to compare and examine different cultures. The 
problem now is how to describe behaviour in terms which are meaningful to 
one particular culture, which at the same time can validly compare with 
other cultures. The proposition by Berry involves first an initial 
application of the extant hypotheses concerning behaviour which may be 
termed an imposed etic approach. In so doing, v/e tackle the problem from 
■ an outsider* s point of view with a recognition that the point of entry may
probably be a poor approximation to the understanding of behaviour in that 
cultureo Modification..of these external categories should then be made in 
the direction of the system under study until a truly emic description of 
behaviour with that culture is achieved* If this can be done without 
entirely losing all of the etic character cf the entry, the concepts which 
are -shared by the previous one and the one under study can be used, for the 
making of comparisons<> Thus the problem of obtaining a descriptive frame-* 
work which is valid for cross-cultural comparison is resolved* Berry has termed 
the procedure "derived etic approach". By using this approach, a universal 
criteria may be achieved.
Sampling
The problems of sampling differ drastically from one type of research
to another. Conventionally, cross-cultural research can be divided into
descriptive vs explanatory (Prijda and Jahoda, 1966). However the
dichotomy is misleading, since most descriptive studies are made to yield
some generalization as well as to demonstrate merely the range and kind of
cross-cultural variability of psychological attributes*
Por descriptive studies, representativeness is essential, but is at
the same time extremely difficult to achieve. A lot of the psychological
studies usually focus upon one small group or community and thus the extent
to which- their findings can be generalized is hard to assess- Thus a
€standard instrument, like the Maudsly Personality Inventory might be
A
administered to any subjects who fulfilled the high literacy demands of 
the instrument, but the results would then be representative only of the 
most educated and Westernized members of the society. The problem of 
representative sampling still remain for all practical purposes an
unattainable goal.
Comparability of samples is the nearest substitute for representative­
ness. '"In the case of controlled cross-cultural research on two different
cultures, it is usually obtained, though precautions must be made in 
accordance with the problems mentioned.
Sampling problems not only arise in connection with sampling of 
subjects, but also with regard to situations, behaviour items, institutions 
or documents selected for observation or analysis. But all too often the 
problem of sampling is neglected by the investigator. Moreover, chance 
plays a large role and researches are done as a result of coincidence of 
research interest and the available scholarships and samples at hand.
Nevertheless, within the. cross-cultural field, sampling has received 
careful consideration gradually and the Human Relations Area Fi3.es have 
been developed, besides the many surveys and strategies in the hope of 
achieving sampling complexity and comparability for the sake of testing 
hypotheses by means of such materials.
At any rate, the majority of cross-cultural studies aim at uncovering 
causal relationships. Stephen and McCarthy (*1958) stated that "Scientific 
laws and hypotheses ordinarily imply that if a set of factors is present, 
then a certain set of results will follow except for the effect of any 
additional factors that may be present to modify these results". Thus 
sampling homogenity is suggested to minimize the effects of any additional 
factors. Samples must be carefully chosen to eliminate any rival plausible 
hypotheses. One possible alternative in account of this problem can be 
obtained by the use of sub-cultural groups. In doing sub-cultural compari­
son, cultural background of the subjects are relatively similar, thus 
providing a better homogenous group for comparison on relevant attributes. 
The other choice is the extension of study over a large number of cultures, 
selected on the basis of expected relevance and comparability.
Interpretation
The complexity of cultural variation renders interpretation 
difficult. Even when all problems mentioned are under control, alternative 
explanations are still difficult to exclude. This is especially true in .
pattern, or elements of some cultural orientation, rather than being seen 
as specifically learned, isolated reaction tendencies which can be easily 
isolated from cultural boundaries, in order to interpret the causal relation­
ships between variables. The older conceptual framework (Whiting, 1963) in 
discussing child rearing practices in sex cultures can adequately illustrate 
the problems of interpreting statistical relationships«
In interpreting the relationship between child-rearing practices and 
adult personality, Whiting envisages basically linear relationships and 
Explanations, showing a direct' causal relationship of how the adult 
personality and behaviour is influenced by child-rearing practices which, 
in turn, are directly influenced by the society (maintenance system), as 
shown in solid line in Figure I.
Frijaa and Jahoda attempt to refute $his explanation as too remote 
from reality. It is understood that even in a relatively stable 
traditional society where child-rearing practice is used to produce a 
limited range of personality tyles that are consistent with the major 
cultural demands, the complexity of the process involved as well as the 
feedback from change in adult personality may directly affect'both the 
maintenance system and the child-rearing pattern leaving considerable room 
for variation in personality moulding. Such process usually ha.s a cumula­
tive and multiplier effect in producing changes in the maintenance system 
and the child-rearing practices. The change in the maintenance system also 
inserts situational factors between childhood and maturity which 
substantially modify adult behaviour away from the patterns laid down in 
the family setting. This new adult role may even further affect child- 
rearing pattern, and so forth.
It is only too clear that an intricate system of interlocking 
variables, which is most commonly found in modern societies, simply defies 
a direct causal interpretation. On the basis of these consideration, a
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causal explanation without the cost of oversimplification. A valiant, but 
probably unsuccessful attempt to establish causal processes from a cross- 
cultural study has been made by Davidson et al (197^)*
Theoretical Issues
Cross-cultural research was, until fairly recently, dominated by 
the theme of the relationship between child rearing and adult personality 
(Child and Whiting, Sear and Y/ise). But in proportion to the amount of 
effort devoted, the findings have been meagre. By contrast, studies on 
the cultural aspects of cognition have tended to be more fruitful.
Perception
The most interesting and oldest line of cross-cultural work in 
cognition is in the study of perception. Initial cross-cultural research 
attempted to show that other races were less.advanced. By the turn of 
the 19th centupy, doubt about this "primitive inferiority" was growing 
and the search for cultural universals and differences became the starting 
point for cross-cultural studies„
According to Gibson (1966): "The fact is that although different men 
do not all use their senses the same way, they can all use their senses 
in the same way. The basis for agreement among men exists in the available 
stimulus information. I-fen often disagree but they are not forced to do so 
by their language or culture. Disagreement is not caused by inherent 
differences in their habits of.interpreting sensory experience - habits 
permanently fixed by the words they used. A man can always re-educate his 
attention". The major topics of much cross-cultural research on- perception 
primarily focus upon vision - colour, orientation, depth and illusion.
The cross-cultural discussion of colour perception, for example, can 
be traced into two directions: the first attends to the question of 
discriminating capacity and the linguistic encoding of colour dimension, 
while the other examines attentional preference for colour or form.
Studi.es by Lennsberg and Roberts (1956) on Zuni and English differences 
in the codability of particular wave lengths was an example of the first 
direction. Their studies show that linguistic encoding affect memory in 
the colour recognition task. The different target stimuli represented in 
only one Zuni colour category inhibited Zuni performance, while the 
better performance of bilingual Zuni, and the English evidence support 
for the discussion of Whorf-Sapir hypothesis in terms of the codability 
and communicability of colour and colour names. From a comparative study 
of colour naming in ten North American Indian languages, Ray (1953) 
concluded that colour encoding was determined by the need to furnish 
meaningful verbal responses and to allow communication within a particular 
culture. Pie insisted that there were no natural divisions of the colour 
spectrum which might lead to universal category characteristics. The 
issue of the universality or arbitrariness of colour encoding still 
remains as the focal concern of linguists who study the effects of 
language on cognition.
Examination of the studies of Suchman (1966) and Serpell (19695 1971/ 
represent the other stream of attention on visual perception which 
emphasizes the developmental and attentional aspects of perception. A lot 
of European and American studies show that children of increasing age 
tend to select form over colour in ambiguous choice situation (Corah.,
196if). Later Suchman (1966) evidenced that colour preference will 
persist into adolescence. Serpell, in replicating Suchman^ finding on 
urban and rural Zambian samples concluded that educational attainment and 
its resulting mental growth in children account for the developmental 
tendency of the shift from colour preference to form preference„ Although 
Serpell* s argument seems reasonable, it still awaits further experimental 
support^ to evidence how attention is trained and learned through 
learning or education. .
The problem of orientation was most strongly discussed by 
Beveridge (1.939) <> In devising the "tilted cupboard" test on Ghanaian 
College students, he discovered that African samples performed significantly 
more accurately than Europeans0 Beveridge explained the greater accuracy 
•of Africans by suggesting that they depended more on internal cues than 
Europeans and were less affected by misleading-external cues, Y/ober (1966) 
extended Beveridge’s hypothesis by using the Rod and Frame test on.
Nigerian subjects0 His findings supported Beveridge’s hypothesis and 
further suggested that culture weighted differently on sensory information 
coming from different sense modalities® Thus Europeans may be expected to 
excel in tasks dependent on visual cues while African may be superior in 
dealing with non-visual information. In supporting their view Jahoda 
indicated how education affected performance. He found that students with 
educated parents performed much better on the Kohs Block Test. Serpell
(1971) in replicating the Rudel and Tenber study contended that both 
formal and informal educational experience would improve response to 
orientational stimuli.
Current interest on pictorial depth can be traced to Hudson (1960, 
1962, 1967) who developed a set of pictorial stimuli which have been used 
to determine whether a variety of peoples of different ages and cultures 
are two-dimensional or three-dimensional in perceptual interpretation®
Object size, super-imposition and. linear perspective are the cues for 
depth perception which Hudson studied. In his work he demonstrated that 
children of YTestern literate society are generally exposed to pictures 
and photographs and motion pictures at an early age and are thus encouraged 
to make three-dimensional inferences. But for the unschooled Africans 
who are not accustomed to graphic representation and other inappropriate- 
cultural and pictorial stimuli, inferences are entirely two-dimensional. 
Supporting the assumption, the study showed that illiterate African 
children find it difficult to perceive pictorial depth. School-goers, on
<3.
Hudson (i960) concluded that formal .schooling and informal training at home 
appear to help in employing depth cues and seeing pictures and photographs 
in three-dimensions,, while cultural isolation is affective in retarding 
the process.
Mundy-Castle (1966) also suggested that three factors are operative
for the attainment of three-dimensional perception, namely cultural
stimuli, schooling and intelligence. The absence of these stimuli may
retard and prevent the development. lawson (1963, 1967) in an extensive
study of perceptual and cognitive skill in Sierra Leone reported a
correlation not only between 3U responses and years of schooling, but also
♦
between Kohs Block and form board scores, presumably measuring intelligence, 
field dependence and depth perception. Results from his perceptual ' 
learning experiment demonstrated that a "completely two-dimensional 19-yearS' 
old West African male, with Form One secondary education, could be taught 
on a six-month training to acquire .the necessary cues to perceive pictorial 
material to a level of Iflfo three-dimensionality" (Dawson, 197*0* Viewed 
from this perspective, not only cultural experience and formal education 
together' can influence the generality of pictorial depth perception; 
special training is also effective. In a recent study in Zambia by 
Deregewski (1968, 19&9), w&s shown that depth perception is to some 
extent task specific, and further evidence suggests that it is also stimuli 
specifics Unfamiliarity with.the test models usually lead to failure to 
perceive three-dimensionallyo
It is generally agreed that any perception must be able to. account 
for illusion and to explain those occasions on which the processing of 
information results not in accurate contact with the world, but in 
systematic distortion (Berry, 1968). It is not surprising then, to find 
the,many theoretical, attempts to explain visual illusion* Cross-cultural 
investigation of illusion began about the turn of the century when Rivers,
accompanying the Cambridge Anthropological Expedition to the Torres straits 
collected responses to the Miiller-Lyer and Horizontal illusions. The best 
known recent research on illusion was by Sogall et al (1966) to test 
River*s findings. They hypothesised that patterns of responses to the 
IvKlller-Lyer illusions reflect the acquisition of different habits .of 
perceptual inference which relate to cultural and ecological factors in 
the environment. The study was a very extensive one including 15 western 
and non-western samples. It suggested that the degree of rectangularity 
in the social surroundings is the main factor affecting the extent of the 
Mdller-Lyer illusion and the Sander Parallelogram illusion. They put 
forth the "carpentered hypothesis" suggesting that the urban dwellers, 
e.g. European and American, living in a high degree of rectangular 
surroundings tend to be more susceptible to the Idiller-Lyer illusion th$'n 
the rural residents who live in a less carpentered visual environment.
On the part measuring Horizontal-Vertical illusion, non-European samples 
seemed to have significant^ higher mean scores. It was suggested that 
those d.iving in open, flat terrain rather than in rain forest or canyons 
are more susceptible to this effect. The overall result indicated not 
only the substantial intersocietal differences in susceptibility to 
geometric illusion, but in addition showed a systematic variation over 
the-two classes of illusion with the Mdller-Lyer and Sander Parallelogram, 
loading highly on one-rank order and the Horizontal-vertical illusion 
loaded highly on another. Nevertheless, the study evidenced that 
difference in visual inferences are learned in response to the different 
ecological and cultural factor of the surrounding environment..
Jalioda (1966) in replicating the study in Ghana suggested that 
responses to illusion may depend not only on ecological factors, but also 
on age and formal education and training as well. Jahoda and Stacey (i 970) 
in examining the effect of specialized training found that training tended 
to reduce cross-cultural differences in susceptibility to illusion. Their
study offered support for Segall’s basic premise that particular visual 
inference habits arise as the r*esult of socialization in different culture.
Another developmental approach has been suggested by Berry (1966,
1968) who related age and field dependence to illusion behaviour, and 
suggested that it will be useful to employ measures if field-dependence to 
assess perceptual development. In a later study Berry (1970) studied the 
relation between illusion and skin pigmentation, but the result seemed 
ambiguous. However, no conclusion has been drawn despite all the effort 
and the problem of illusion is still not adequately understood.
Cross-cultural research on perception has a.lso been done on areas 
such as space, time, emotion and audio perception, but these methods 
are not yet well developed and will not be mentioned. Nevertheless, it 
should be understood that even though researches on vision abound, they 
leave questions and ambiguity unsolved, waiting for further investigation.
As Jahoda critically remarked, "The value of cross-cultural work has been 
that some hitherto unsuspected influences have been identified, and it 
has served to rule out some theories which failed the cross-cultural test." 
The touchstone of a good theory is the stimulation it provides for 
further research and follow-up studies.
Intelligence
Psychometric and. PLagetian formulations of intelligence will now be 
examined briefly in relation to cross-cultural research on cognition. 
According to G-oodenough, "Intelligence referred to high level of cognitive 
skill which were evidenced in adaptive functioning in particular 
environmental settings and that tests only sampled and limited range of skill 
in order to make inference about intelligent behaviour within that 
setting" (1936).
It is clear that psychologists differ in choosing to pursue 
different level strategies in studying cognition. Experimental psychologists
prefer to investigate particular cognitive skills, while some others 
attracted by* a broader approach indulge themselves in studies of intelli­
gence and cognitive style. -
Discussion of "intelligence" is frequently misleading and 
controversial, and the troubles are mainly due to the different inter­
pretations employed. In dealing with the problem of explaining the 
different aspect of intelligence^ Vernon (1955) suggested distinction 
of intelligence A, B, and C respectively.' The distinction of intelligence 
A and B was formulated by Hebb (1949)- Intelligence A refers to the 
genetic equipment of the individual,.his.inherited potentialities for 
growth. The realization of this potential, through interaction with and 
experience in specific environmental setting is what have been labelled 
Intelligence B. Thus, the intelligence that we observe is neither wholly 
genetic nor environmentally acquired; it is the produce of nature and 
nurture. It exists.only in so far as the appropriate environment favours- 
its development. It is also neither static nor fixed. If the environment 
alters, then intelligence may also rise or fall relatively. Vernon pro­
vided intelligence C to specify that sample of behaviour which is usually 
measured by IQ tests, as an approximation of intelligence B.
The relative contribution of environment and innate potential to 
the score on IQ tests is controversial among psychologists. Nevertheless* 
there is strong evidence that although differences in Intelligence between 
individuals are to some extent genetically determined, when extreme 
environmental contrasts are taken into account, environmental effects 
become more manifest. In other words, cross-cultural and sub-cultural 
studies may be useful in showing the degree of environmental influence on 
"intelligence".
Numerous cross-cultural researches have been undertaken to support 
this argument (Vanderberg, 1959, 19&7, G-uthrie, 19^35 Macdonald, 1944j
Biesheuvel, 1952, 1954; Vernon, 19^7; Irvine, 1962*., 1970; Dawson, 1967; 
Berry, 1966; Jober, 19^9)o Different research emphasizes different aspects 
of environmental effects on the development of intelligence, but they ail 
point out the importance of environment on the development and growth of 
intelligence
In an ambitious comparative study, Vernon included English, Hebridean 
Eskimo, Canadian Indian, Ugandan and Jamaican groups of children as his 
sample (19&7)• Results showed that environmental influences on abilities 
are by no means constant among these groups© In the Eskimo sample, for 
example, noted for its success in spatial and figure tests, nei.ther male 
dominance, linguistic background nor cultural stimulus among other factors, 
were related to this success. Rather the demand of acute awareness of 
minute changes in a relatively featureless environment presupposed the 
acquisition of the tasks* Berry fully supported Vernon and concluded 
that people with differing cultures and ecologies tend to develop and. 
maintain different sets of skills and concepts of intelligence. Irvine 
has conducted a large survey of intelligence in Zambia,- Kenya and 
Rhodesian samples and concluded that schooling clearly has a powerful 
influence as a source of environmental influence. Heron (1966) reports 
no significant median difference in numerical facility between ethnic 
groups in Zambia at the end of primary school, primarily because the 
skills were all overlearned at school and thus ethnic background, language 
and other environmental variation were redundant. When Lloyd, and Ridge on 
(1961) coached African Indian and European children on materials related 
to non-verbal and visual tasks, the African children improved markedly ©
This suggested that some learning deficits could be corrected with 
training and education.
Irvine, examining the anthropological accounts of thought systems 
of some African societies, analysed in particular sayings and proverbs 
of the Shona people of Southern Africac As a result of his studies, he
primary African thought mode which is not encompassed by usual definitions 
of intelligence© He indicated that either the relevant environmental 
variables are 2iot being measured or that the structure of intelligence 
•fails to take adequate account of African intellectual functioning. His 
conclusion seems to suggest that different ethnic groups with their 
particular environmental variations produce different intellectual styles, 
and he thus questions the applicability of European type of intelligent^ 
tests in African cultures.
Nevertheless, cross-cultural comparisons are unavoidable. On the 
one hand, the application of comparison is for the study of the effects 
of different background conditions on abilities in the hope of deriving 
a more acceptable generalization about intelligence, while on the other 
hand, IQ tests are used, especially among developing countries, for 
selection and assessment in order to obtain estimates of actual and. 
potential resources for planning and education; thus a standard form 
across culture is necessary. However, in applying standardised intelligence 
measurement we should bear in mind that "results from test of general 
ability and so-called verbal intelligence can be utilized not to cast 
aspersions upon less civilized people or to heap praise upon the more 
civilized, but to establish difference between societies living under 
different conditions and hence favouring some kinds of knowledge and some 
ways of living rather than others" (Doob, i960).
In dealing with the problem of comparability, Spearman and Bent 
developed factor analysis in order to interpret the intercorrelation of 
test result in a hierarchical form. In the analysis, effort is first 
made to extract the portion of the -variances which is common to all. This 
factor is identified as general ability (intelligence) or g~factor.
Having extracted the g~factor, the next set of factors is grouped in 
terms of test characteristics and is identified as verbal-educational (v-ed)'
and spatial-perceptual-practical (k:m). Similarly, these factors are 
analysed into more specific components* At the bottom of the hierarchy 
should be those portions of variance which are most specific to particular 
tests* (Figure II).
The suggestion of this hierarchical interpretation of intelligence 
provides a model to facilitate meaningful comparison across culture. It 
becomes more feasible to study the agencies contributing to the g-factor 
and those particularly relevant to verbal-educational and to spatial- 
practical factors, i.e. the factors which are most predictive of achieve­
ment in daily life, at school or at work. We could then proceed, given 
sufficient resources, to find out m o m  about contributory influences to 
such main factors as creativity, number, art, music, athletic ability and 
so on, over and above intelligence or g-factor (Vernon). '
The developmental approach of Pagetian theories is the other
A -
important focus on cognition. Piaget's work is-concerned with basic mental 
functioning. His approach to intelligence is a complete departure from 
quantitative measures, towards an attempt to uncover the nature of the 
structures of thofight as it unfolds in the development of the individual, 
and which enable man to understand his world (Dasen and Berry). Intelli­
gence is defined as adaptation to the environment, and its ontogenetic 
development is shown to occur in a hierarchical series of stages from 
sensory-motor responses, through the illogical notions and limited reasoning 
(pre-operational), the more realistic conceptions and flexible minking 
(the concrete operational) to the fully rational and scientific problem 
solving (formal operational).
The nature of the structures and the stages through which they 
develop seem to be identical in all Western cultures, whereas the rate of 
progress is-affected by environmental influences and variation as well as 
genetic .potentiality of individual. However, v/estern cultures are usually 
considered to be too homogeneous to allow for any generalization of the
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theory in respect of the universality of the nature of the structures and 
stages of their unfolding* Thus many cross-cultural studies have attempted 
to assess the influences of culture on these aspects of cognitive develop­
ment «
Perhaps the most outstanding environmental effect is that of 
schooling* Greenfield (1966) working with Wolof children in Senegal, found 
that at the age about 11-13 over 9C)fo of the children in a bush village who 
had been to the local school were conservers, which was about twice the 
proportion of their unschooled fellows in the same village* Gay and Cole, 
working on Liberian children, supported the view that children gain from 
school the ability to generalize verbally and symbolically about a wide 
range of things giving them the idhance to move from concrete thinking to 
more advanced structuring of materials and information of the outside 
world. Jahoda added that the child at school, by' the mere fact of being 
taught to write, is-forced to function at a more abstract level and is 
therefore more readily freed from the immediate context5 thus opening the 
way to further cognitive growth. Nevertheless, a study by Goodenough in 
Hong Kong reported an actual decline of conservation among school children 
age 10-13, which is contradictory to other studies. She explained that 
even though schooling is important, conservation can still be. suppressed 
if teaching methods and materials are inadequate and unsatisfactory.
Price-tfilliams conducted a study of conservation of number, liquid, 
substance, weight and volume with Mexican children who had grown up in 
pottery-making families and children from ordinary families of similar 
social background. The guiding principle behind the selection of children 
was that of the role of experience and specifically manipulation in the 
attainment of conservation. The superior performance of the potter children 
supported the prediction, "experience is important -for the development of 
conservation".
Studies have also been carried out by Kernon and Simonsson (1969) on 
Zambian children on weight conservation, by* Be Lemos on Australian 
Aborigines (1966), by Be Lacey on Aborigines (l 970) and Be Lemes on Zulu 
children (1957)c It is noticeable that most of the cross-cultural studies 
have concentrated mainly on the transition from the pre-operational period 
to the concrete operational, and the topic of conservation lias been most 
widely, investigated. Conservation, according to Fiaget, denotes the 
understanding that certain properties - quantity, volume, weight, length 
and number - remain unchanged (conserved) in spite of different kinds of 
transformation. The studies demonstrated that when tests are applied in 
non-Western cultures, the same stages as described by RLaget can be found 
among the non-Western children, except that the rate of development is 
usually slower, thus supporting the notion that the variety and nature of 
a child’s life experience are crucial determinants of his level of 
cognitive functioning.
It is evident that the core of Fiagetian theory - that of invariant 
sequences of identifiable stages - survives intact. But at the same time 
it has undergone several modificationsto allow for cultural influences.
At first Fiaget himself also believed, that the progressive unfoldings are 
basically a biological potential, more or less independent of variations 
in the environment; but the cumulative weight of cross-cultural evidence 
has led him to change his view substantially in the -direction of allowing 
for cultural influences. The progress of any;child through the stages to 
the fully developed mentality is now generally recognised as being 
dependent on the fruitful interaction between his genetically determined 
potentialities and the products of experience of the surroundings.
Cognitive Style
A ne?/ approach in studying cognitive processes has developed over ill 
‘ past decades, in the attempt to relate personality variables to responses
elicited in standard perceptual functioning. This approach suggests that 
people have preferred stable cognitive styles which find expression in 
many areas of perceptual and intellectual functionings.' Accordingly, 
people may be characterised by their particular cognitive style, that 
cuts across and embraces the traditional categories of perception, intelli­
gence and personality.
According to Witkin, a pioneer in this field, "cognitive styles" 
being the pervasive and self-consistent modes of cognitive functioning in 
itself, are also manifestations of a still broader dimension of personal 
functioning which show similar forms in many areas of the individual’s 
psychological activities. Witkin uses "psychological differentiation” to 
describe this broad dimension.in his discussion as a construct to 
conceptualize the communality observed in a person’s functioning in 
‘different psychological areas.
The extent of differentiation reflected in the area of perception, in 
degree of "field-dependence-independence" is of concern here. Perception 
in Witkin’s schema may be conceived as articulated and field independent, 
if the individual is able to perceive items as discrete from organised 
ground when the field is structured, and so is able to impose structure on 
a field, and perceive it as organised, when, the field has little inherent 
organisation. In contrast, a global or field dependent ?;ay of perceiving 
occurs when perception is dominated by the overall organisation of the 
field, and the individual perceives the parts as fused with the field ratner 
than being discrete from it.
The articulated experience is a sign of more developed differentia­
tion than global experience in the cognitive sphere. An individual’s 
particular mode of perceiving the world also finds expression in his 
experiences of the body concept. Development of the experience of the 
self also shows a progression from global to articulated, and again 
' greater articulation signifies more developed differentiation. At an
early stage of growth, self and the "world-out-there" are experienced by 
the child as a continuous and fusing matrix; in time, boundaries between 
the body and the world are formed and awareness of the parts of the body 
as discrete and interrelated developed# The child has now a more 
articulated conception of his body as definite and separate from the world 
surrounding. Progress towards more articulated, experience of the self also 
shows itself in growing awareness of needs, feelings and attributes which 
the child identifies as his own and as discrete from those of others, that 
is, in a sense of separate identity. Again, this can also be taken to 
indicate developed differentiation.
Research cited by Vfitkin indicates that the tendency toward more 
global or more articulated functioning is a consistent feature of a given 
individual* s manner of dealing with a wide array of situations whether it 
be cLirAct perceptual stimulus or symbolic representations. Thus a more 
global or more articulated functioning can be considered as an individua,!1 s 
cognitive style. An individual with a more articulated cognitive style 
gives evidence of an articulated body concept and a developed sense of 
separate identity as well. That is to say, the person who experiences. _- 
the world around in a relatively articulated fashion also shows an 
articulated quality in experience of the body and the self. Research 
further evidences that persons who shov/ these indicators of development of 
differentiation express themselves also in their use of control and 
defences. Persons with more articulated, cognitive style tend to use 
structured and specialized defences as intellectualization and isolation.
In contrast, persons with a more global cognitive style, a global body concept 
and a limited sense of separate identity, are more inclined to use as 
psychological defence "massive repression and primitive denial" (Witkin 
et al, 1962) which involves a relatively indiscriminate way of blotting out 
perception and memory of past experiences. Thus, the fact that various 
indicators of more developed or limited differentiation tend to go
together evidence that they are not discrete achievements of separate 
channels of growth but rather diverse expressions of an underlying process 
of development tov/ard greater psychological complexity (Witkin, 1967).
Extensive research has been done on this articulated-globel cognitive 
dimension (Witkin- et al, 19^2) and specific tests are available to 
evaluate this dimension, both in perceptual and intellectual functioning. 
Most widely used are tests of perceptual field-dependence-independence, 
developed by Witkin et al (l 9^2) 0 The first one is the Rod-ahd-Frame 
Test (EFT). The sub ject is seated in a completely darkened room and 
adjusts a tilted luminous rod, centred within a tilted luminous frame, to 
a position he perceives as upright, while the frame remains at its initial 
position of the tilt. In a relatively field-independent performance, the 
rod is adjusted independently of the frame, and brought close to the true 
upright through reference to the body position. In a relatively field- 
dependent performance, the rod is adjusted close to the axes of the tilted 
frame. The second test of field-dependence is the Body-Adjustment Test.
The subject is seated in a tilted room- and is asked to adjust his body to 
the upright while the room remains tilted. In a field-dependent way of 
performing, the perception of the body position is dominated in an extreme 
degree by the axes of the surrounding field, and the subject requires to 
adjust his body in alignment with the room, tilted at 35 degrees. Other 
subjects, v/hose perception is field-independent, seem able to keep body 
separate from the field, in experience and to adjust the body close to the 
upright independently of the room position. Finally, the Embedded-Figures- 
Test, which was originated by Gottschaldt, requires the subject to locate 
a simple figure, which he has previously seen, within a larger complex 
figure. The simple figure is incorporated in the complex one in such a 
way as to be obscured perceptually. For a field-independent subject, he 
can easily b re ale up the complex figure in order to f m  d the simple figure
within'it5 but for the fieId-dependent subject the simple figure seems to 
remain fused -with the complex design and he takes a long time to trace it ou 
Evidence indicates that when the same subject is tested in cross- 
hectional situations, a high degree of self-consistency is found '(Witkin,
1962). The subject who performs in a field-independent manner in one test, 
also shows similar tendency in other tests, and the correlations observed 
are significantly high (Witkin, 1 962). furthermore, the tendency to 
perform in a.relatively .field-dependent or field-independent.way■is also 
consistent and stable over time as well. Striking results were obtained, 
indicating significant test-retest correlation through longitudinal study 
and experimental attempts. Even over a period of 14 years, individual 
performance of level of differentiation is still relatively consistent and 
stable. Each individual too maintains, his relative position among peers 
in the distribution of measures from age tc age along the continuum of 
field-dependence-independence.
On the other hand, a marked developmental change in performance 
relative to age is found. A trend toward increasing field-independence is 
evident, especially prominent during the 5-S-year period. Individuals 
develop from an early stage to perceive in a relatively global and field- 
dependent way to a mere analytical, articulated and field-independent way 
as they grow older. The trend- toward increased field-independence is 
progressive from 5 to'17 years, but after the age of 17, there is a 
significant levelling off, indicating a return to field-dependence. The 
apparent levelling off of the trend toward increasing field-independence 
indicates that development of this function is probably completed by the 
age of 17 (Witkin,. 1 967) •
Evidence now exists that individual differences in cognitive style 
are related to differences in family experiences while growing up (Witkin, 
1962, 1967). The studies focus mainly on the influences which may hamper
or foster separate and autonomous functioning. These include the extent 
°£ opportunity and encouragement a child receives to separate, emotionally 
and physically, from the mother in particular and move tov/ard self­
differentiation; the parental manner of dealing with the child* s expression 
and control,of impulse; and eventually the personal characteristics of the 
parents themselves and their consequential influences upon the developmental 
processes of the child. These factors are all closely interrelated and 
constitute what Witkin called ,fsocialization clusters" which influence a 
child’s progress toward development of an articulated cognitive style.
Some interesting and valuable cross-cultural work has been done in recent 
years on cognitive style, and this is reviewed in detail in the following 
chapter. -
Conclusion
An attempt has been made to present the historical and theoretical 
development of cross-cultural research work, though such a review is rather 
inconclusive, while cross-cultural psychology is still at a developing 
stage. The emergence of this new but rather ambiguous and controversial 
area in the psychological field has come from the realisation by 
psychologists that psychological theories cannot be regarded as "universal" 
until they have been tested cross-culturally. Many of the early works have 
focused on the relationship between infant-rearing practice and later 
personality. Nevertheless, the findings have been on the wnole meagre ana 
unconvincing, although a recent work (Whiting and Whiting, 197&) offers 
some interesting new findings in this area. By contrast, studies in the 
cognitive development yield rather more promising results. And it is this 
area that at present arouses most interest and attention in cross-cultural 
psychology.
- The beginnings of the science of cross—cultural psych.oi.ogy are to be 
found in certain pioneers, namely Hivers, Woodworth, Thoqgless, and
Beveridge, etc, , during the period from i901 to about the 1940*.s. These 
early.'workers attempted in their studies to compare the non—Western groups 
with groups of Western culture, and thereby established their theories on 
the use of Western-biased methods and techniques. They took for granted 
that the findings among the Europeans have universal generality mid 
therefore were applicable to all populations. On the basis of their own 
findings, they were contented to believe that non-Western groups were 
less able, compared to Europeans, and their research works thus concentrated 
on looking at the extent to which culture influenced psychological develop­
ment, to see whether it was "innately" or "culturally" determined. The 
misconception of these founders has raised severe criticism among other 
fields of psychology and it was not until some 30 years later that a fresh 
.kind of research has been attempted in the cross-cultural field, trying to 
improve the methods and practice of study, that the sub-discipline of 
cross-cultural psychology began to establish a solid footing in psychologi­
cal field.
Y/ith the growing.pace of social and cultural change all over the 
world, it would seem rather pointless to look back to the old-fashioned 
methodology in seeking to establish ethnic differences. Rather, as ,
Vernon expressed it, we should concentrate on the need "to study the 
effects of controllable environmental factors (of which culture is only 
one) on the development of various types of ability either within or 
between contrasted cultures" (19£>3a).
The development of cross-cultural psychology is still in a 
developing stage and therefore much methodological and theoretical 
effort has to be put into it. Though the findings of present and 
previous cross-cultural research work have solved some of the fundamental 
problems, it has nevertheless raised just as many new problems and querues 
for further clarification. Until a better equipped method or procedure
has been developed, it is hardly possible" to draw, firm conclusions on the 
emic-etic debate.
International Journal of Psychology was established in 1966 
for publishing cross-cultural research. In the following year, 19^7> un 
International Psychological Dictionary was published. In 1969, Cross- 
cultural Psychology Newsletter was established and in 1970 the Journal 
of Cross-cultural Psychology was set up to provide additional publication 
outlet and information. And eventuallyan International Association for 
Cross-Cultural Psychology was established aiming at facilitating inter­
national and national research co-operation and organizing conferences
t
for information exchange. It is hoped that through the co-operation of 
more interested work of methodological refinement that cross-cultural 
psychology will come to its flourishment•
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It should be understood that the influences of socialization and v 
culture are not readily separable* Bather, their continuous interaction 
contributes dynamically to the full development of the self-differentiation 
process..
In the light of this relational argument, a series of cross-cultural 
studies of cognitive style have been carried out. Dawson (19^3, i967) for 
example, studied adult male subjects in Sierra Leone, Africa, examining the 
relation of family experiences to individual cognitive functioning. His 
findings confirmed that relatively field-dependent men are more likely to 
have had mothers who exercised strict dominant control in rearing 
practices as compared to field-independent men. It has also been confirmed 
that "Children*s level of differentiation tends to be related to level of 
differentiation of opposite-sex parent but not of same-sex parent (Corah,
1963). Maternal strictness is also more significantly related to measures 
of field-dependence than paternal control.
Dawson (1969) carried out a comparison of the cognitive style of 
two tribal groups, the Temne and Mende. The two groups differ in socialisa­
tion emphases in ways which led to the expectation of relatively greater 
field-dependence in the Temne. findings indicate that the repressive and 
dominating socialization of the Temne, which aims at enforcing conformity 
and discipline, Is more related to an undifferentiated, global and 
tradition-oriented cognitive style. On the other hand, the more permissive, 
consistent and encouraging socialization of the Ivfende which allows for the 
development of individuality and responsibility is more related to an 
articulated, field—independent cognitive style. Y/hen perceptual test 
performances were compared, the Temne children were relatively more field 
dependent than the J.fende children, as Dawson had hypothesized.
Berry (1966a, 1966b) carried forward Dawson*s hypothesis on the 
Temne and compared them with Eskimos of Baffin Island, Canada. Berry 
revealed that among the Eskimos, punishment is generally avoided and extreme 
freedom is allowed to the individual child. There is strong encouragement 
of personal self-reliance, individualism, skill and ingenuity, and 
discouragement of dependence and incompetence. The impressive differences 
in child-rearing practices between the Temne and Eskimos were expected to 
be reflected in difference in perception by the members of the two 
societies while growing up. Berry predicted that the Eskimo would be much 
more field-independent than the Temne. Moreover, differences in the 
ecological requirements of the two groups contributed further to Berry's 
prediction of greater field-independence among the Eskimos. The hunting 
life of the Eskimo in a highly uniform terrain places a great premium 
upon the development and investment of articulation, while the Temne as 
farmers do not necessarily require articulation at all, although they are 
endowed with a highly articulated world in a highly variegated environment. 
In keeping with expectation, the Eskimo subjects were strikingly more 
field-independent than the corresponding Temne subjects. These findings 
further support the assumption that socialization and ecological factors 
in combination may operate toward the development of level of differentia­
tion.
Sex differences in cognitive style have been demonstrated (Witkin 
et al, 1962) and observed in a wide variety of groups. Evidence from 
these various studies shows that males have been found, in general, to 
show more articulated, fieId-independent cognitive functioning than females, 
who have a more field-dependent cognitive style and limited differentia­
tion. Witkin (1967) argued that sex differences in cognitive style are 
related to the variable of social learning of specific sex-role stereotypes. 
In-most Western countries, greater value is placed for boys than xor girls 
011 characteristics associated with developed differentiation and
field-independence. Even among peer-groups, children apparently prefer 
friends with cognitive functioning appropriate to their sex-role, i0e.«> boys 
prefer other boys who are field-independent whereas girls prefer girls who 
are field-dependent (Witkin et al, p.962). Pressures on the growing 
children to value and comply with these sex-role stereotypes may well 
contribute to the sex differences in cognitive style, over and above the 
effect of "genetic” factors*1 '
Evidence from studies of non-Western cultures further supports the 
view that different socialization emphases for the two sexes are 
responsible for the development of different cognitive styles, Barry 
Bacon and Child have observed that in many pre-technical societies, men 
typically engage in activities which stress self-reliance and achievement. 
Tfomen, in contrast, have the nurturant role of homemaking and child-rearing 
These differences, in turn, are consistent with differences in their 
training goals for the two sexes, with independence being more stressed, 
for boys. Thus it seems that the effect of different emphases in 
socialization on the development of different levels of differentiation 
for the two sexes is generally evidenced by the research studies in this 
area.
However, in the extensive cross-cultural studies of Temne, Scots and 
Eskimos,. Berry (1J66) could only find predicted male-female differences in 
Scottish and Temne subjects, but not among Eskimo subjects. McArthur (19&7 
1971) tested the generality of Berry’s findings among other Eskimo groups 
and supported Berry’s evidence of similarity of field-independence of 
Eskimo males and females. This -finding'is, nevertheless, congruent with 
the th&ory of social learning. As Berry pointed out, despite difierent 
economic and social role assignments, women are not treated as dependent 
among Eskimos and very loose controls are exercised over them. Thus tiiey 
have the same opportunities as men to learn to be field-independent.
Wober (1966) argued that different cultures vary in their emphasis 
which they place on information from different sensory inputs. His study 
on the Igbo and,Edo cultures in Southern Nigeria (1967) proved that these 
cultural groups put more emphasis on proprioceptive and aural cues than 
Western cultures. Thus the standard tests devised to assess the visual 
abilities and field independence are not relevant in exploring the 
perceptual differentiation of these groups. Wober suggested that analysis 
should be directed toward uncovering other sensory modes in which a 
culture encouraged the most completed differentiation, and he used the 
term "sensotype” to denote differences in modes of cultural elaboration.
The marked field-independence of the Eskimo and their apparently 
generally high overall level of psychological differentiation, together 
with the suggestion of Wober, provide further impressive evidence that 
the so-called primitive groups are not. uniformly less developed,
lield-dependence has also been shown to be significantly related to 
such diverse aspects as forms of pathology and physiological reactivity 
(Witkin et al, 1974) •
A systematic attempt to measure the variation of psychological 
differentiation across cultures has recently been made by Witkin and his 
colleagues in the Netherlands, Italy and Mexico (Witkin et al, 1974)* 
Within each culture,, ethnographic data were drawn on to select pairs of 
villages which emphasised either much conformity, or little conformity.
In the Netherlands, for example, in a village near The Hague, children 
helped their parents in market gardening and were given adult roles and 
responsibilities at a relatively early age.' In conflict with parents, 
children voiced their opinions freely. In contrast, in a. village in 
the province of Overijssel, children were highly deferential to the 
authority of parents and the community in general; the attitude to life 
was generally traditional and fatalistic. Wilkin* s Hypothesis, that 
children in villages witif a traditional and authoritarian ethos would be
much more field dependent than children in villages with much less emphasis 
on conformity was jnjome out in all three cultures studied, in both younger 
and older children, on a variety of measures of psychological differentia-* 
tions including the Children1s Embedded Figures Test, The authors note, 
"As--has been usual for preadolescent samples, sex differences were not 
consistently found in our groups .... Although some tests in some 
countries showed significant sex differences, the overall picture does 
not indicate a clear trend",
Bamirez, Castaneda and Herold (197^ -) have tested in some detail the 
hypothesis that Mexican Americans subjected to traditional influences 
would be more field dependent than acculturated Mexican Americans: " ... 
like the Orthodox Jev/ish family, the traditional Mexican-American family 
(identified closely with sociocultural premises of Mexican culture) is 
characterized by child-rearing practices which are similar to those of 
the field-dependent 'socialization' cluster. In the case of traditional 
Mexican Americans, the cluster is•characterized by. strictness of child 
rearing, emphasis on respect for authority and social convention in 
general, close ties to the mother and a more formal relationship with the 
father, and emphasis on loyalty to the family." Ramirez and his 
colleagues studied 541 Mexican-American children and their mothers in 
three communities in southern California, The three communities 
emphasised traditional, dualistic and mainstream American values 
respectively. As expected, children in the traditional community were 
much more field dependent than those in the modernised community, while 
those in the dualistic community were in an intermediate position.
Mothers of the children completed a questionnaire about methods of 
socialization, and as expected, mothers of field-dependent children saia 
that they used much more traditional methods of child-rearing. In all 
communities, females scored in a more field-dependent direction than 
males (p less than ,01),-and younger children were more fie Id-dependent
than older children (p less than .01), The effect of parental SES was 
not however significant.
Kagan (1974) compared levels of field-dependence in.'rural .Mexican and 
urban Anglo-American children aged 7 to 9, and found that the latter were 
much more field independent. These differences were attributed to 
differences in child-rearing practices between the two cultures. Girls in 
the Mexican sample were more field-dependent, but no significant sex 
differences emerged in the Anglo-American sample. 'Dawson, Young and Choi 
(1974) found that a measure of socialization practices correlated -067 
with the embedded figures test in Chinese males of primary school age,' 
indicating that harsher socialisation was significantly associated with 
more field-dependent cognitive skills. Park and Galllmore (1975) randomly 
sampled 271 boys and girls 10 to 14 in urban and rural centres in South 
Korea. As predicted, the urban children were significantly more field 
independent than the rural subjects. These differences were attributed to 
the greater emphasis upon social conformity in the socialization of the 
rural children.
The most ambitious cross-cultural study of cognitive style and 
psychological differentiation is that of Berry (197?) who compared field- 
dependence in a large sample of subjects in 17 centres around the world 
(Africa, Australia, New G-uinea, ana North America). Berry's perspective 
was an ecological one, and his main thesis was that the main determinant 
of socialization practices in pretechnical societies would be the relative 
emphasis on the one hand on hunting (requiring individual skills, and an 
individualistic style of socialization) and settled agriculture on the 
other (in which conformity and group-orientation are emphasised). This 
distinction emphasised the differences between "loose" and "tight" 
societies. For each area of analysis measures of acculturation, socializa­
tion for conformity, and type of culture were assembled, and these were 
correlated with a battery of psychological tests administered.to subjects
within each culture. The embedded figures test, correlated at a highly 
significant O.96O with a combined index of cultural style, socialization 
and acculturation in the various pretechnical cultures studied, indicating 
that scores on the embedded figures test can be readily predicted from other 
information about the culture in which an individual lives. As in all 
previous studies, the greater the emphasis in the culture on socialization 
for conformity, the greater the amount of perceptual field-dependence. 
Commenting on sex differences in field-dependence in his samples, Berry 
indicates that differences between males and females we re by no means 
universal, and seemed to be confined to cultures (usually pastoral ones) 
which emphasise role differentiation. The less role differentiation in 
a culture, the less likely' it is that significant sex differences in 
-perceptual tasks such as the embedded figures test will emerge*
Cross-cultural studies of psychological differentiation have been 
reviewed in detail by Witkin and Berry (1 975)« The bibliography of their 
paper, referencing some 180 studies, indicates the great number of studies 
which have been carried out comparing psychological differentiation across 
cultures. It is both interesting and significant however that no study is 
reported which has compared English subjects with subjects in other 
cultures. Indeed, the British work on cognitive style is very slight.
Vitkin and Berry (1975) conclude:
“This review has demonstrated that the. concepts derived from 
differentiation theory can be meaningfully applied across cultures,- 
due largely to. the structural nature of differentiation and to its 
base in a cultural universal socialization. However, as we have 
moved across cultural boundaries, the comparative perspective has 
led us to observe a number of covariates of socialization and a 
number of other variables which may act independently of it. In 
particular, the cluster of cultural variables associated with the 
poles of tight and loose societies has extended our knowledge of 
the cultural basis of the development of differentiation, iacucrs 
such as general pressure toward conformity, the structure of 
authority and role diversity amd e valuation, all of which may be 
rooted in demographic and ecological variation, have been implies08a 
in ways which could not have been forecast from study of une concept' 
within a single culture. Ecological factors and their sequels have 
also been implicated. Exposed as well by the crossing of cultural 
boundaries have been the probable socialization experiences associated 
with the presence or absence of sex differences in cognitive style.1,
(PP°72~73)
I can discover very few studies which' have investigated cognitive 
style in British subjects. Mayo and Bell (1972) investigated student 
subjects, while Blackburn (1972) reported data on abnormal adult 
offenders. Barrell and Trippe (1975) studied, a dult sportsmen and women.
The only studies of British children which we can locate are those of 
G-human (1 97^ ) > and Cashdean and Lee (197*0* G-human investigated field 
dependence in a sample of schoolchildren aged 11 and 12e He found that 
field dependence-independence had no significant correlation with Porter 
and Cattell’s Childrens Personality Questionnaire. However, middle class 
children were significantly more field-independent than working class children® 
No significant sex differences emerged.
Cognitive Style in Blacks
Prom the preceding discussion, it would .seem that the most important 
determinant of cognitive style is-the type of socialization involved in 
particular kinds of cultural and social organisation. The work of Berry 
and others indicates that in Africa different kinds of culture (loose or 
tight, and variations in between) can lead to significant differences in 
cultural style. Through slavery, millions of black Africans have been 
transported to the Caribbean and North ’America.* Some blacks have migrated 
from the former slave societies of the Caribbean to metropolitan 
countries such as Prance, England and the Netherlands. Given the nature of 
slave society, one would suppose that the kind of cultural pattern it 
imposed was one leading to socialization for conformity, with subsequent 
lack of psychological differentiation. On the other hand* considerable 
acculturation may have taken place in post-slave societies, with blacks 
in the Americas acquiring the values and norms of the dominant white
* African slaves were probably more likely to have come from settled 
agricultural communities (or "tight1 societies), in which levels oi 
■ field-dependence were probably high.
society. The degree to which this has oc cur red is a matter of' considerable 
controversy amongst anthropologists and educationists (Valentine, 1971).
It is clear however, that even in Caribbean countries where the numbs
of* whites is small, white-oriented values and education have been imposed
on black societies (Searle, 1975)* Descriptions of socialization in West
Indian families both in Britain and in the Caribbean have stressed the
heavy emphasis placed on the authority of the parent, and on socialization
for obedience and conformity (Phillips, 1973: Bushell, 1973)° If this is
so, then we might expect children of West Indian parents in British schools
\
to be more field-dependent than their white peers. At the same time, we 
should note that considerable acculturation from traditional patterns may 
take place in immigrant families, resulting in different cognitive 
orientations in children of migrants, as G-human (1975) demonstrates in his 
study of Punjabi children in British schools, in comparison with non­
migrant children in the Punjab. The work of Ramirez et al (1974) on the 
acculturation of Mexican children in California would support the view 
that increasing conformity to the socialization patterns of the major 
society can lead to an increase in psychological differentiation.
Vernon (1965) studied field-dependence in a sample of Jamaican 
children in Jamaica, using a specially devised adaptation of G-ottschaldt*s 
embedded figures test, as well as a variety of other cognitive and 
scholastic tests. He found that this measure of field-dependence loaded 
0.68 on a general factor measuring arithmetic ability, English ability, 
vocabulary skills, and RLagetian and other tests. This finding led him 
to suppose that, in contrast to work by Y/itkin and his associates, 
psychological differentiation was part of a general factor of ability. 
Vernon found, moreover, that in comparison to English 10-year-olds, "The 
West Indians do relatively well on the primarily pictorial tests entering 
•into our perceptual factor - Draw-a-LIan, Embedded Figures, Design 
Reproduction and probably Picture Recognition. . They tend to be weakest
in more practical abilities, notably Eorinboard and ICohs Blocks and some 
of the Piaget conservation and visualisation items”.- He found too that 
children handicapped by poor S.SS, cultural and linguistic environments, 
and family instability (factors much more common in the Jamaican than in
the English subjects) performed less well on general educational achieve­
ment (on which factor the Gottschaldt embedded figures test loaded 
significantly). In a later analysis of these and other data, Vernon (1969) 
found that an index of male dominance in the families he studied correlated 
.27 with spatial and perceptual skills in Jamaican subjects. He interprets 
this finding as "giving some support to Witkin-type hypotheses of the 
dependence of spatial abilities on male identification" (p»175)»
Nedd and G-ruenfeld (1976) compared responses to a group test of
field dependence and independence in a large sample in Trinidads Data on 
1,419 14~ty~year«olds were analysed according to ecology (rural versus 
urban), ethnicity (Indians in traditional culture; Indians in transitional 
culture; mixed-race individuals;.Africans; Chinese; Europeans); and sex.
All of the main effects - ecology, ethnicity and sex - had significant 
influences on levels of field-dependence. As hypothesized, Indians an 
traditional, cultural environment, in both urban and rural settings, vie re 
the most field-dependent, whilst Europeans were.the least field-dependent. 
Africans fell in an intermediate position. Curiously, significant sex 
differences did not occur in the Indian subjects, and the authors commen-c: 
"The socialisation practices of the traditional East Indian subculture, 
on the one hand, emphasizes conformity, dependence, and the persistence of 
social traditionalism. This subculture has little differentiation of sex 
roles, especially in rural communities. Relatively equal participation 
of men and women in the labor on the sugar plantations and in the opera­
tions of the family-owned rice cultivation plots is common". Significant 
’ sex differences (males being less field dependent) emerged in the African 
subjects. Vie would in general expect Africans• from tne Caribbean go be
moving towards European levels of* field independence• On the other hand, 
we should note the conclusion of Nedd and Gruenfeld that, "The low mean 
EFT score of the entire research population may he partly explained by the 
relatively low level of economic development and modernization of 
Trinidad, compared to Western industrialized countriesIt seems 
reasonable -to conclude however, that migrants from Trinidad and Jamaica to 
Britain will be those most likely to have an orientation to those values 
which ultimately foster field independence*
In America a number of .studies have been carried out comparing mean 
scores on tests of cognitive style in different ethnic groups9 The manual 
for the Children* s Embedded figures Test (Witkin et 9,1, 197*1) cites a 
number of studies which show that disadvantaged black children have lower 
scores on the CBFP than do advantaged white children. It is. difficult to 
interpret these reports without having information on controls for the 
effects of social class* Low scores of black children on the CEFT could 
in fact be due to their class position rather than to their ethnicity.
■Ramirez end Frice-Williams (1974) compared the performance of con­
trasted samples of 10-year-olds on the portable rod-and-frame test (a 
measure of field dependence) in American schools. The subjects were 
J.fexican-American, Anglo-American, and Afro-American* Blacks and i.Iexican- 
American children were markedly more field-dependent than the white 
children. In all three groups, girls were significantly more field- 
dependent than boys. The authors comment that, "The data on sex differ- • 
ences ... would seem to indicate that in all three groups females are 
socialized toward greater respect for family and religious authority and 
a more intensive group identification, and are reared in a more shared- 
function environment than males. The difference between males and females 
in the Anglo group was less than for the other two groups. This is 
consistent with the observation that there was more emphasis on individual 
identity and on questioning ..convention in Anglo families1'. The effect oi
SNS upon field-dependence scores was not significant, indicating that 
ethnicity (and its concomitant patterns of socialisation and social 
organization) is the major influence upon field dependence in this sample, 
Perneyv(1 976) administered an embedded figures test developed by 
G-ottschaldt to 40 American 10-year-olds, both black and white® The main 
effect of race was highly significant, as was the second main effect, of 
sex. There was however a significant sex by race effect upon field- 
independence, indicating that black females were particularly likely to be 
fieId-dependent, Perney speculates that the black female child, n ... is 
often simply required to comply with the parent's wishes, with no reason 
given or implied ... Possibly in black culture, girls are treated sternly, 
and boys are treated much more leniently .. Another factor which might 
influence field dependency in Negro girls is the extreme peer-group. 
pressure that exists in Negro culture especially among girls”.
Witkin and Berry (1975) cite unpublished studies by irLtchelmore 
•indicating significant sex differences emerged in field-dependence in 
non-migrant Jamaican 8-year-olds,
The s tudies of field-dependence in black children in the Caribbean 
and America indicate that in general they are more field-dependent than 
urbanised whites. This could be due to the effects of either culture, or 
social class, or both. Sex differences have emerged in the data, girls 
in some studies being more field-dependent, but there are also some 
inconsistent findings on sex differences in field-dependence an black 
children.
Social Class and Field-Dependence '
In view- of the importance which sociologists assigii to social class 
as a variable of explanation, it is-surprising how little work'has related 
field—dependence to social class levels, althougn as harp et al (19^9) 
say, "a large body of evidence is available which suggests that social,
occupational and economic status measures are related to cognitive 
functioning in many areas, with lower-class Ss demonstrating less 
adequate cognitive development than middle-elass Ss". Karp et al compared 
in an American sample "rich boys" with "poor boys" on a battery of 
cognitive tests. As expected, significant differences emerged on the 
WlSC and many of its sub-tests. However, on ¥itkin‘s embedded figures 
test, picture completion, object assembly, and the sophistication-of-body 
concept, no significant differences emerged between subjects. The authors 
comment: "In interpreting the present results, one must consider the fact 
that 18 of the 20 poor boys were Negroes, while all rich boys were white. 
The absence of differences between these groups on measures of field 
dependence and related cognitive abilities‘could thus be interpreted*as 
suggesting that neither race nor social class is related to field - 
dependence and differentiation". In both rich and poor boys, EFT was 
highly correlated with block design, object assembly and a s'ophistication- 
of-body concept. . .
G-ruenfeld et al (1973) compared EFT scores in Peruvian and white 
American subjects, and noted that in each culture, lower class subjects 
were more field-dependent than middle class subjects, vYitkin et al (197^; 
cite a number of unpublished American studies also showing that upper- 
middle class subjects are markedly more field-independent. On the other 
hand, Bruininks (1969) could not show that young Americans characterised 
as "disadvantaged" had lower CEET scores than tnose in. vi/Atkin* s standard­
ization group. The study by Ramirez and Price-Y/illiams (1 971) previously 
referred to, could find no significant relationship between SES and 
field-dependence in samples from three ethnic groups in America, Mexican,
European and African.
Ceechini and Pizzamiglio (1973) studied several samples oi Imalian 
children at different ages (from 3 to 11) in order to assess at what age 
arrv effects of sex and class upon field-dependence became apparent. Au
age 5 no class differences emerged, but after this the significant class 
differences clearly emerged, increasing with age and then levelling out 
by the age of eight. In all cases, lower class children were more field- 
dependent. Significant sex differences did not, however, emerge, in 
contradiction of hypotheses derived from Witkin (19&9)*
G-human (1 31G) argued that since Bernstein had shown that working 
class parents tend to be more rigid and authoritarian in their treatment 
of children, as compared with middle class parents, working class 
children would be significantly more field-dependent than middle class 
children. In an investigation of field-dependence in 30 working class and 
30 middle class children aged 11-12 in a British sample, the effects of 
social class upon field-dependence were found to be significant, in the 
predicted direction. The effects of sex were not significant, however.
Conclusion
It is clear that cross-cultural studies of cognitive style (the 
psychological skill of being able to perceive or orient,oneself, or 
certain visual stimuli, separately from a complex or disorienting back­
ground) is related to differences in culture, ecology,' and socialization. 
In general females are more field-dependent than males, but this finding 
is less universal than that relating to type of socialization. 
Socialization is clearly the primary influence on field-dependence, and 
much - depends on how girls are socialised compared with boys. If both 
sexes are socialized, in rather similar ways, differences in field- 
dependence should not emerge.
Black children seem to be more field-dependent than white children, 
but whether this is due to the effects of culture, or of social class, is 
not entirely clear. The influence of social class is itself somewhat 
ambiguous. Little work on cognitive style has been carried out in 
Britain. It would "seem-appropriate, to compare levels of field-dependence 
and their correlates in different sex, class and cultural groups in Brita-L 
and also to comoare the results obtained with those from other cultures.
CHAPTER 3
COGNITIVE STYLE, SELF-ESTEEM, PARENTAL AUTHORIT ARIANI
AND ACHIEVEr.EifT
COGNITIVE STYLE, SSLP-ESTEEH, PARENTAL AUTIIOIgTARXAuSIA
M D  ACfflE^MSNT
Self-Esteem and Pie Id Independence
One of the concerns of the present study is to establish to what 
extent, if any, cognitive style (field dependence-independence as 
measured by the embedded figures test) is related to levels of self-esteem 
in samples of English childreno: The first reason for suspecting that 
there might be a link between the two variables arises from the finding 
that a restrictive, authoritarian type of socialization is an important 
precursor of poor self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965; Coopersmith, 19^75 Thomas 
et al, 1974) and, apparently, of field dependence (Wit kin and Berry, 1975)® 
Rosenberg (19&5) in a study of large sample of American adolescents 
found that social class was only weakly related, and ethnicity unrelated.to 
poor self-esteem (defined as the tendency to appraise oneself negatively in 
relation to others). However, the relationships fathers had with the male 
subjects in Rosenberg’s study was a major determinant of self-esteem. 
Adolescents who had closer relationships with their fathers were higher in 
self-esteem than those with more distant, impersonal relationships, "In 
thus moving from the more complex and global variable of social class to 
the specific correlations in the ’effective interpersonal environment’ 
that affect self-esteem the study has given an indication of those features 
of his environment that the child equates with ’success’" (Rosenberg, 19^5j* 
• Coopersmith (19&7) using a specially designed Self-Esteem Inventory 
(SSI) draws the following picture of children with poor self-esteem:
"These persons lack trust in themselves and are apprehensive about 
expressing unpopular or unusual ideas. They do not wish to expose them­
selves, anger others, or perform deeds that would attract attention. They 
are likely'to live in the shadow of a social group, listening rather than 
participating, and preferring the solitude of withdrawal above .the inter­
change of participation. Among the factors that contribute to the
withdrawal of those low in self-esteem are their marked self-consciousness 
and preoccupation with inner problems. This great awareness of themselves 
distracts them from attending to other persons and issues and- is'likely to 
result in a morbid preoccupation with their difficulties. The effect is 
to limit their social intercourse and thus decrease the possibilities of 
friendly and supportive relationships" (p,7l)»
It is interesting to compare this profile with the reports by Witkin 
et al (1971) that field dependent (PD) children are more "other-directed" 
on a questionnaire measure; that PI) children show less autonomous play; 
that. PD subjects decreased the number of analytic categorizations of 
objects under stress of verbal attack, which had little effect on field 
independent (Pi) subjects; that PD subjects showed more conforming 
behaviour, and greater attitude change in response to reading authoritative- 
sounding articles; that PD subjects were more responsive to authoritarian 
commands; that PD boys lacked confidence and sought examiner’s guidance; 
that PD subjects showed greater stress in response to.sensory and social 
isolation; that PD patients have evidence of more diffuse anxiety, shame 
and hostility directed against the self; and that PD subjects shov/ed less 
effective impulse control, less self-assurance, more anxiety and more use 
of denial during a clinical interview,
Y/hile the profile of field dependent individuals which emerges from 
the above summary of Y/itkin and his colleagues does not exactly coincide 
with the profile of the low self-esteem individual presented by 
Coopersmith, there are enough points of coincidence to hypothesise a link 
between field-dependence and poor self-esteem,
mtkin and his colleagues (lYitkin, 1969; Witkin and Berry, 1975) 
have offered a clear picture of the socialisation practices of the parents 
of field-dependent children: " ... field-dependent boys were not allowed to 
set their own standards but were pressed towards standards and goals set by
were punished according to parents’ whims- and moods; were generally 
disciplined in an ’authoritarian maimer’; ... a mother ... judged from 
interviews to have interfered with development of differentiation in their 
children, lacks self-assurance in dealing with her child, limits his 
activities and responsibilities because of her own fears and anxieties, 
does not accept a masculine role for him, and discourages self-assertion ce. 
On the other hand,.mothers who deal with their sons in the contrasting ways 
^HandJ  found among those judged to have fostered differentiation would be- 
more likely to be experienced by their children as supportive" (Witkin,
1969, p.694).'
When we turn once again to the account by Coopersmith (1967) of 
mothers of children with high and low levels of self-esteem, we are faced 
with a picture of socialization practices which seem quite similar to those 
of mothers of field independent-dependent children: "The mothers.of children 
with high self-esteem are themselves rated as higher in self-esteem and 
more emotionally stable than are the mothers of children with'medium and 
low self-esteem. The mothers of children with high self-esteem are more 
self-reliant and resilient in tlieir attitudes and actions concerning 
maternity and.child care. They are also more likely to accept their roles 
as mothers and carry them out in a realistic and. effective manner"(p,116) a 
In addition, "A summary of the familial conditions that exist in the back­
ground of children with low self-esteem would focus upon lack of parental 
guidance and relatively harsh and disrespectful treatment. These parents 
either do not know or do not care to establish and enforce guidelines for 
their children. They are apt to employ punishment rather than reward, and 
the procedures they do employ lay stress on force and loss of love. The 
mothers are more likely to administer punishment to these boys, which may 
have negative connotations and significance for children in this age group* 
There is an inconsistent and somewhat emotional component in the regulatory 
behaviors of these parents" (pd96)o Coopersmith concludes that, "The
pattern for the low esteem group included in this study consists of few 
and poorly defined limits and harsh and autocratic methods of control.
The parents of this group either do not express their authority to their 
children or express it so vaguely that it lacks clarity and force. This 
may reflect uncertainty about their own standards or immaturity, or a 
neglectful attitude toward their children. Whatever the case, they do not 
provide the external standards from which inner controls are formed"(p.214) 
Thomas and his colleagues (1974) have extended. Coopersmith*s work,in 
identifying -two aspects of socialisation -parental support and parental 
control - which are important in the development of self-esteem in 
adolescence. It was found that parental support was the major factor in 
the development of good self-esteem, rather than parental control. Ivbreove 
for the optimum development of self-esteem parents needed to be authoritati 
(laying down clear boundaries for beliaviour) rather-than authoritarian.
In the light of this paradigm, the hypothetical relationship of field 
dependence to self-esteem becomes less clear. A culture which socialises 
children in supportive but authoritative ways is quite compatible with a 
culture fostering field-dependence.
\ie should note, for example, that Rosenberg (1965) found that low- 
status, Orthodox Jewish families produced children with high self-esteem. 
Presumably this is because these Jewish parents provide an authoritative 
and supportive kind of socialization. But'we should also note that 
Dershowitz (quoted by Witkin, 1969) found that children of highly orthodox 
Jewish families in America had children who were highly fie Id-dependent. 
This was, apparently because such families did not foster autonomous 
development and awareness of self as different from his family: " ... in 
contrast to this non-worldly emphasis on the father’s role, to the mother 
is left responsibility for tasks of everyday living. It is thus upon the 
mother that the child leans in matters related to the physical world* Iq 
'is to her that his body ‘ belongs’. Typical, of these, mothers’ relations to
"Gliem soils ils greaTi sondoucLe i u r  iji.te.LX' guxil>' wej.x<xx'c cxiiu. tvcxj.“,ucau(2, 
joined with a strong feeling of'self-sacrifice for their children.' The 
outcome of this family pattern is strong maternal domination over male 
children ... ” (Witkin, 1969, p.701).
Within*s theory of psychological differentiation has a number of 
theoretical implications for the psychology of the self. Field independence 
is related to the degree to which a person has a sophisticated concept of 
himself as an individual separate from others. This has been measured in 
various ways, including the evaluation of drawings which children make of 
themselves. Children who were field independent were significantly more 
likely than others to have an articulated body concept. They could 
conceptualise themselves, in other words, as individuals who were separate 
from others, individuals in their own right: "We find that capacity to 
experience an object as discrete from its context (rather than fused with 
it) is particularly characteristic of people who experience their bodies 
as articulated (rather than as vague ‘mass’, not clearly segregated from 
its surroundings). If the ’outside’ is experienced as articulated the 
‘inside* tends to be so experienced as- well. The relationship observed 
between articulation of body concept and capacity to analyze experience 
has enlarged the picture of self-consistency in manner of experiencing" 
(Witkin et al, 1962, p.133)*
Witkin and his colleagues argue further that: "A sense of separate 
identity is the result of development of awareness of one’s own needs and 
characteristics as distinct from those of others. The self is. experienced 
as segregated and structured; stable internal frames of reference are 
available for se3.f~definition and for interpreting and reacting to the 
world. In the absence of such inner frames of reference, definition of 
characteristics of the self is likely to be determined from without and 
ability to function independently of external standards limited" (Witkin
Witkin et al (i 962) found further that, "Mothers judged on the basis 
of the interview to have fostered the development of differentiation in 
their children and mothers giving evidence of a developed body concept 
tended to have children who showed articulateness of experience of the. 
field, a developed body concept, a sense of separate identity, and struc­
tured defenses and controls. Mothers judged as having inhibited their 
children*s■progress toward differentiation and mothers with a .poorly 
developed body concept were apt to have children who gave evidence of 
limited differentiation in these various areas" (p.367). Witkin and his 
colleagues found however'that differentiation and associated self concepts 
were generally independent of behaviour disorders and poor mental health 
in"the children studied. This is in contrast to Coopersmith*s finding (1967) 
that children with poor self-esteem tended to manifest various kinds of 
behaviour disorder, or poor mental health.
We should note too that G-human (1 976) found no significant relation­
ship between field dependence and anxiety in children as measured by Porter 
and Cattell*s Children’s Personality Questionnaire. Since anxiety is a 
major correlate of poor self-esteem (Rosenberg, 1965; Coopersmith, 1967) 
this finding would tend to indicate that field dependence and poor ‘self­
esteem-might be orthogonal rather than related aspects of personal 
functioning.
We can find no direct reference in Witkin*s work to self-esteem, and 
very few studies seem to have measured field dependence and self-esteem in 
the same:"individuals. Witkin and his colleagues (1974) produced a compre­
hensive, annotated bibliography of some 450 separate studies of aspects of 
psychological differentiation. According to the annotations, only seven of 
these studies had dealt with self— esteem in some aspect. Three of these 
studies are American dissertations which we have been unable to obtain; 
the. remaining four studies do not directly test the relationship oetween 
self-esteem and field dependence in children. Vernon (1972) could also
find no studies relating FD and _self-esteem among a large number of Gtud5.cs 
comparing self-report measures with FDo
Only recently has a study been carried out in this area, by 
Rawelkiewics and Mcl'ntire (1975) who investigated field dependence (using 
the portable rod-and-frame. test) and self-esteem (as measured by Coopersmith5 s 
SEl) in 200 American children aged 10 to 12 years * The authors found that 
the 63 students with the highest levels of field independence had signifi­
cantly higher mean self-esteem scores than did the 67 most field dependent 
studentsNo sex or grade differences in levels of self-esteem were found* 
Correlation analysis of data for all subjects found a correlation between 
PD and the self-esteem inventory of -*121 (N.S*)« The correlation in . 
girls was .052,:while for boys it was -*240 (p less than *05) o These 
results indicate that field independent boys, but not girls, tend to have 
higher self-esteem*
It is interesting to note these sex differences in connection with 
the study by Dreyer et al (1973) which compared field dependence and 
sociometric status in 113 American kindergarten children, and found that 
field dependent girls, and field independent boys had significantly higher 
sociometric scores (i*e* were more popular with peers) than others* The 
authors interpret these findings in the light of Witkin5s (19&9) suggestion 
that American culture stereotypically has viewed men as independent and 
women as dependent and that even among children, boys held in esteem by 
their peers are likely to be independent while popular girls are likely to 
be dependent* Coopersmith (19£>7) had found that in both boys ana girls, 
low sociometric score (having few friends) was associated with poor self­
esteem. The studies cited above hypothetically indicate that only in girls 
might lack of friends and poor self-esteem be related tc field dependence* 
There may indeed be complex cross-over relations.li5.ps, or interaction effects 
which are not picked up by the usual methods which researchers use for 
’ analysing their data, and^other hypothetical combinations are equally 
• possible• • • .
Witkin and ids colleagues do not make direct references do Due 
connection between field dependence and 'self-esteem. In contrast, 
Coopersmith.(1967) makes a direct reference to Witkin5s work. He says:
“The internal frame of references of the self-trusting individual provides 
a constant and consistent orientation, which other experimenters (Witkin 
et al, 1952) have revealed to be associated with greater perceptual 
constancy. Acceptance of the internal frame of reference as the most 
trustworthy guide of personal behavior regulates other sources to a 
secondary position;, their opinions may be noted but not necessarily 
attended to. As a result, the individual with high self-esteem is apt to 
attend to himself most closely and to attend to others only to the extent 
that he esteems them“ (Coopersmith, 19^7, pp.55-6)• Coopersmith*s earlier 
Y/ork (19£>A) on the relationship between self-esteem and perceptual 
constancy gives evidence in support of this proposition.
What Coopersmith is arguing is that self-consistency (a major tenet 
in Witkin* s work on psychological differentiation) will be related to 
high self-esteem, a variable of personality which has some implications 
for perceptual functioning. Mclntire and Drummond. (1976) have taken up 
this issue in a test of the hypothesis that self-consistency in children 
will be related to stability-in self-esteem. They noted that, "Witkin 
and his associates have suggested that individuals who tend to be consis­
tent on a battery of cognitive-perceptual tasks tend to be consistent in 
personality and social behavior. One major personality construct which 
has received increasing attention by researchers and practitioners is 
self-concept. However, little attention has been given to the relation­
ship of self-concept to field independence-field dependence ... It is 
generally concluded that field, dependence-independence is a relatively 
stable trait in individuals. Such a statement cannot be made relative to 
self-esteem. The proliferation of theories of self, a plethora of instru­
ments and definitions,. and the lack of construct .validity of the various 
measures have contributed to a situation where Wylie noted that the 
existent theories are in many ways ambiguous and overlapping".
Mclntire and Drummond attempted to establish/in 63 American'9-year- 
olds in rural schools, the extent to which change in self-concept patterns 
of field-dependent and field-independent pre-adodescents was stable over a 
period of two years. The subjects were tested three times over the two- 
year period. The main hypothesis was not borne out by the results. In the 
field-dependent subjects, self-esteem at the first testing correlated with . 
self-esteem at the last testing *>422 (p less than .05) in 24 field-dependent 
subjects, and .451 (p less than .05) in 39 field-independent subjects, In 
other words the amount of self-consistency, measured by change in self- 
concept over time, was the same in groups with contrasting levels of field 
dependence.
One further s tudy is worth mentioning.. Doyle (1975) compared field 
dependence (as measured by the rod and frame test) and Iaaslow* s self- 
actualization in 150 American adults. In iJaslow’s psychology (1970) self- 
actualizers like autonomy, self-determination, and independence. There 
is some evidence too that such individuals have high self-esteem, Doyle 
found that inner-directedness as measured by a scale measuring aspects of 
self-actualization correlated -.32 with field independence. What this 
correlation in effect means is that adults who are field independent tend 
to favour autonomy and independence of the self, a finding in. line with 
the predictions of both Witkin and Has low, and one which might lead us to 
suspect some link between field independence and good self-concept or 
self-esteem.
One final point should be nE.de, In the definition of self-esteem 
offered at the beginning of this chapter it was suggested that self-esteem 
is the tendency to appraise oneself positively or negatively in relation 
to others. This raises the question: what others? It is theoretica.lly 
possible, for example, for cultural or sub-cultural groups to be insulated 
from the standards, values and socialization practices of other groups.
been studied by various workers (Witlcin and Berry, 1975) for example, 
were socialized to particular levels of conformity which were complete 
standards an themselves. The child who is field-dependent in a particular 
culture may well be contained by that culture in his total consciousness.
He may have no standards of comparison with other groups, no standards by 
which to appraise himself negatively. This point can be illustrated by 
the study which Rosenberg and Simmons (1972) carried out of self-esteem 
in a large sample of black and white American adolescents0 It was found, 
contrary to the hypotheses of earlier workers, that black adolescents in 
all-black schools did not have poorer self-esteem than white adolescents. 
However, blacks in integrated schools had lower levels of self-esteem 
than both their white peers, and blacks in non-integrated schools,
Rosenberg and Simmons suggest that this is due to the fact that in 
‘integrated schools blacks compare themselves unfavourably with whites; in -/ 
all-black schools they compare themselves only with other blacks, and in 
consequence overall levels of self-esteem are higher. Yet, paradoxically, 
all-black schools often reflect lower SES and various kinds of deprivation 
in the backgrounds of the children who attend them, while school integra­
tion apparently reflects upward economic and social mobility for blacks 
(Crain and Weissman, 1972). It appears to be quite possible that black 
children in all-black schools will be relatively field dependent 
(reflecting, perhaps, low SES home environment) and also may have 
relatively high levels of self-esteem.
In summary, the descriptions of patterns of socialization which lead 
to good self-esteem and to field independence respectively have some 
apparent similarities, and point to the possibility that field dependence 
and self-esteem might be related. On the other hand, there are aspects oi 
the theoretical and empirical aspects of the two variables which might also 
point to the orthogonality of self-esteem and field independence.
Empirical tests of the relationship of field independence and self-esteem
have been few, and hafe yielded ambiguous results, as have studies of 
related aspects of self functioning and-field dependence.
Scholastic-Achievement and Field Dependence
The conventional view of Witkin and his colleagues (1971) is that 
skill at perceptual disembedding correlates strongly with similar types of 
task, such as Block Design, Object Assembly and Picture Completion subtests 
of the WI8C and WAIS, and loads on a factor on which these subtests also 
load. In contrast, performance on the embedded figures test or related 
tests do not load significantly on the-conventional general factor of 
ability. ■
This generally held view has sometimes been challenged. Vernon (19^3) 
for example, found in a Jamaican sample that M s  embedded figures test 
loaded .68 on a general factor measuring Arithmetic and English ability, 
vocabulary, memory and RLagetian skills. Cashdean and lee (1971) in a 
small sample of English children, .found that EFT correlated 0.45 with a 
measure of general intelligence, at a higher level than would be predicted 
from Witkin*s previous work. EFT in this sample correlated too at a higher 
level with English ability than with Arithmetical ability, contrary to 
prediction.
Karp eiq a1 (1969) found however in a small sample of American 12- 
year-olds that scores on the EFT correlated at rather different levels voJai 
various other cognitive tests, in different social classes. In upper class 
boys EFT correlated 0.41 with WISC vocabulary test, but only.0.17 i- 
lower class boys. Riley and Denmark (1974) in an American study of 87 
lower class black children aged 6 to 11, found that there were substantial 
correlations between EFT scores and verbal and-general intelligence at all 
ages, leading them to comment that, "These results question the assertion 
that FID varies independently of intelligence for all suspects regardless 
of age, sex, and social class". Durrett and Henman (1f72) *00 found that
in 98 American preschoolers in a Head Start programme, scores on the 
■children1s embedded figures test (CEET) correlated 0.43 (p less than .01) 
with scores on the Stanford Binet full-scale test, and .$40 (p less than 
oOl) with the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test.
Coates (1975) compared scores on the WPPSI and the Preschool-Embedded 
Figures Test in 1 69 New York children aged 4 to 5* In both boys and girls 
the Preschool Embedded Figures Test loaded on a factor shared also by 
WPPSI block design and geometric design. This factor was identified as-a 
perceptual factor, similar to the factor identified by C-oodenough and Karp 
(1961) at older age levels, and supports the early suppositions of Witkin 
et al (1971)««
Berry (1977) in his study of individuals from 21 pretechnical 
cultures, with varying styles of culture, socialization, and levels of 
field dependence, found a significant correlation of 0.46 between EFT - 
and the experience of formal education. It seems possible then that the 
amount or quality of formal education may influence the acquisition of 
field independence, relatively independently of factors such as e thnicity, 
social class, and style of socialization.
In conclusion, in making predictions of the relationship between 
CEFT scores and verbal ability in samples of white and black children in 
English schools, it seems reasonable in the' light of previous work to 
expect some variations from the usual pattern (relative independence of 
verbal’and disembedding skills) observed by Witkin et al (1971) •
We should also note the possibility that since parental authoritarian! 
has been shown to be related to retardation of verbal achievement (miller, 
1971) an& to field dependence (Witkin and Berry, 1975)/ then the variables 
of field independence and lack of verbal achievement may in turn be related 
to one another. It is known too, that parental authoritarianism and poor 
self-esteem may be related (Coopersmith, 1967) and also that poor self- 
'esteem is related to poor ..school- achievement (Nash, 1 976) 0 Clearly uhe 
•relationships between all of-these variables need further exploration.
CHAPTER 4 
HYPOTHESES AND RESEARCH DESIGN
’ CHATTER hr
iitpothhses  and  research  iesig-n  . .
I Hypothetical framework:
The present study followed the main theme of cross-cultural 
psychology, that of examining the effect of culture on cognitive develop­
ment on two levels - cross-cultural and sub-cultural, by means of comparing 
the West Indian and English children in England, as well as comparing the 
British sample as a whole with the American subjects studied by Witkino 
It was originally conceptualised that cultural (but not ethnic) differ­
ences might have some effect on the development of the individual’s 
cognitive style. Consequently it was hypothesised that the result obtained 
from the British sample should not be significantly different from those 
in Witkin's studies. He did not expect the comparison between English and 
West Indian children to indicate any significant differences, after 
controlling for the effect of relevant social variables.
"Cognitive" refers to the ’higher mental process', that is, to the 
functions involved, in understanding and dealing with the world about us - 
perception, language, concept formation, abstraction, problem solving, 
thinking and intelligenceo Originally, psychologists attempted to*study 
•cognition in a vacuum by isolating it from other aspects of psychological 
development, but then found it difficult to maintain their position. for 
the past decade or so efforts have been devoted to bringing cognitive 
studies into the framework of the individual's general psychological 
development.
In consequence a few other variables which are known from previous 
research to have some association ■with the development of field 
dependence are also included for examination.
Hypothetically we expected that children who are field-dependent 
would also lack self confidence in t h e m s e l v e s ® T h e r e f o r e  we 
assumed that the measure of self confidence indicated by the Coopersmitn
self-esteem inventory would correlate with scores on ERL’ positively, 
ioCo the more field independent a child is, the more he will think highly 
of himself. '
We also expected that field-independence would be related to reading 
ability measured by the Schonell Reading Test. The expected correlation 
would indicate that field independent children perform better on the 
reading test.
According to Witkin*s theory, a person who has difficulties in 
perceptual functioning will also manifest inadequacy in other areas of 
functioning. Specifically, a child who is field dependent and global in 
perceptual style might also manifest different levels of sociometric 
integration with his classroom peers. Also, the child who comes from a 
more authoritarian family would be expected to be less articulate in his 
■ cognitive style, than his peers who come from more permissive families. 
Regarding social background, it follows that children from lower classes 
may be less articulated than children from more privileged families to 
the extent that lower class parents are relatively authoritarian.
He expected that children from lower class and authoritarian families 
would be most field dependent and global in cognitive style. We have 
employed the Miller Scale to identify the social factors which may be 
important in this account. The Miller scale measures parental authoritarian 
constraints upon the child, and. the child1s attitude to school and learning.
II The Sample:
Eour schools were studied, two in middle class areas comprising 
Sample A; and two in working class areas, comprising Sample B and Sample C. 
The first school included in Sample A was a Roman Catholic middle school, 
situated in a middle class suburb of a small city in Southern England.
The second school in Sample A was a Church of England Primary School in a 
village close to a county, town in Southern England., lhe .majority of
middle class or- lower middle class .positions. Overt problems in the home 
background of these children were few.
The two schools from which subjects for Samples B and C were drawn 
were situated in the London area. The first, in South London, was situated 
in an Educational Priority Area of an Inner London Borough. The school 
building, unlike the schools providing children for Sample A, was an old 
structure, built in the nineteenth century. Teacher-tumover was high, 
and the headmistress was concerned with various social problems which 
affected the lives of individual children in the school (for example, 
parental desertion, father in prison, delinquency in a child). The houses 
from which the children came were either rather dilapidated terraced 
houses, or pre-war blocks of council flats. Some seventy per cent of 
children in this school had parents who were born outside Brfiiin, usually 
in the New Commonwealth. The majority of these parents came from Jamaica. 
The smaller number of children with Asian, Irish or Cypriot parents v/ere 
not included in the present analysis. Children with both parents born in 
the West Indies in this school were included in Sample B. Children who 
were white, and had both parents born in Britain, were included in Sample C,
The last school studied was in an Outer London Borough on the 
northern side of the city. At least two-thirds of the pupils had 
Commonwealth immigrant parents0 Only those children with parents from the 
West Indies (again the majority came from Jamaica) were included; the 
white children from the school were included in Sample C. The buirdings 
of the fourth school were old, but less dilapidated than the South London 
school. The area had not been designated as an Educational Priority Area; 
teacher morale appeared to be higher than in the E.P.A. school in Soutn 
London0 The majority of children came from homes situated in the tows ox 
solid Victorian terraces which are familiar in outer London boroughs.
So far as one could tell, all four schools relied on traditional 
methods of teaching and discipline, although there was some emphasis on 
"open plan" classrooms, and "finding out" methods in the second school 
studied.
Ill The Tests-:
A number of tests were employed in the present project and will be 
described in more detail, separately, according to the order of administra­
tion; namely Y/itkin* s Children's Embedded figure Test, Miller' s fact or i ally 
Derived Scale; Coopersmith*s Self-esteem Inventory, Schonell's Silent 
Reading Test, and finally a sociometric test we developed.
A ■ Children's Embedded figure Test:
Test Development
The main test used in this study was the Children's Embedded figures 
Test, derived from the original Embedded figure Test fori adults developed 
by Witkin and his colleagues. The original individually administered EfT 
was developed for research studies of perceptual disembedding and other 
psychological attributes which have been shown to be related to competence 
at disembedding figures from a more complex ground (Witkin et al, *1-962).
The special form of Children's Embedded figure Test (CEST; was devised 
for use with children too young to cope with the original SET. As our 
sample of children were mostly *10-year-olds, only the C jh ET was employed.
The simple and complex figures which made up the EET were modifications 
of figures selected from those used by G-rotlschalt in his classical 
studies of the relative roles of contextual factors and past experience in 
perception. In G-rotlschalt's work the sought-after simple figure was 
incorporated into the complex one but observed perceptually by means of 
line patterns, so that the simple figure in effect lost its identity as a 
separate perceptual unit. Witkin by Incorporating the method ox colour3JI5 
the parts of the complex figure to reinforce given subfigures, effectively
test. Originally 2/f pairs of simple and complex 'figures, graded in 
degree of difficulty of disembedding were selected to compose the test. 
Through extensive use of the test, it was found that adequate reliability 
and validity could.be maintained with a 12-figure test. The shortened 
form was consequently adopted with a time-limit of 3 minutes per trail as 
the standard form, .
Although the EFT can be used by children, the experience of failure 
at first trial in fact affects the reliability of the testo Hence 
Goodenough and Eagle (1963) developed an easier and more appropriate 
version for younger children. Drawings of familiar objects were used as 
the complex figure, on the assumption that past experience with these 
objects as unified entities would tend to:.ensure they would now be 
experienced as organised G-estalten (Witkin), and thus enhance the utility 
of the test in demonstrating aisembedding behaviour. These complex 
figures were constructed in a jigsaw-pussle format with one of the pieces 
being the sought-after simple form. The child*s score was the number of 
first correct choices made other than the time taken to find the simple 
figure. Elimination of timing excluded the sense of pressure on the 
child and thus diminished the feeling of failure. Accordingly, Witkin. 
developed a new version of the CEFT using the G-oodenough-Eagle forms. It 
was this new-form of the CEFT (Witkin et al, 1971) we employed in the 
present study.
Petailed descr-intion of the Children*s Embedded Figures Test:
Single Forms: Cut-out models of the two forms (TENT and HOUSE)
which are embedded in the complex figure. Each of 
these forms is the basis for a single test series 
(that is, a series of complex figures using the same 
simple form).
Discrimination Series (u1—DS): A sen of c pl&'ues, each of vy.tij.oli sliows
one of the simple forms (TENT or HOUSE) and three 
similar, but obviously incorrect forms. .There are four 
such cards for TENT and four for HOUSE«
Demonstration Series (E1 and E2): Three incomplete picture stages of
"embeddedness" of the simple test form in a complex 
figure.
Practice Series (Pl-Pp): Three complex figures which are designed to
illustrate the procedure for the child; two for the 
TENT series and one for the HOUSE series.
Test series: A series of complex figures, eleven of which (T1-T11)
have the simple TENT figure embedded in them and 
fourteen of which (H1-H14) have the simple HOUSE figure 
embedded in them.
Test procedure:
At the beginning of the test, the child was shown the first simple 
form (TENT) and was asked to describe what it looked like. When the 
child has said what he thought it looked like, the experimenter (S) then 
shows the first discrimination card LI and asks the child to find another 
on the card that looks exactly the same an the simple form. The cut-out 
was then placed over the child’s choice and they were compared. Whether 
or not the choice was correct, then E would explain to the child that the 
concepts of correct shape, size and orientation should be employed when 
choosing the answer. The child was then shown the other discrimination 
cards according to serial sequence up to DA* Following this, the chmla 
was shown the demonstration series E1 and E2, and was asked to trace out 
the simple form embedded in it. The child was allowed to-hole, tne cut-ouv. 
and to place it on the card where he thought the tent was hidden in each 
of the four complex figures on El and E2. Each time after the child had 
placed the cut-out on theac arc!the experimenter would have to explain
that the TENT in the complex figures were the same as the cut-out, even 
though there might be some differences between them,
PI was then presented and the child was again asked to find out the 
cut-out form in the complex figure. After each trail, the experimenter 
would explain that up to the time, the embedded figure has appeared as
an- unbroken unit, but it might also be made up of several shapes and
colours and then the actual test series was given to the child and after 
each trail, explanation was given and answer scoredo
A-fter the child had completed the TENT series,, the experimenter 
would present the discrimination series D5-B3 for the HOUSE series and 
then the practice card Pp. Then the test series Br-di was given to the 
child. JL© for the TENT series, explanation would be given and answer 
scored for each trail.
It should be mentioned that within each trail, no time limit v/as 
imposed. Within a moderate period of time, children would either point 
out the simple form they had selected or indicate sign of wanting to 
discontinue the search, furthermore, although the cut-out form was 
meant not to be visible to the child, he could ask to see it again when 
he felt it necessary. The Experimenter could also assist or correct a 
child v/ho did not arrive at a solution or show sign of impatience, but 
these would be scored as failure.
B The Coppersmith Self-Esteem Inventory (SEl) (/^uenclix A) :
The Inventory v/as originally employed by Coopersmith in his study 
of "the antecedents of self-esteem". The various inventories and 
projective tests in the original study were administered to detect the 
differences in individual responses revealing characteristic ways of 
approaching, perceiving and responding to environmental stimulation. The 
differences in styles of responding to oneself, to other persons and to 
impersonal objects revealed that persons with high, medium ana low self- 
esteem adapt to events and situations in markedly different ways. They
experience the same or similar events differently; they have different 
expectations of the future and different affective reactions, Coopersmith’s 
finding confirmed that persons with high self-esteem are more- independent 
in conformity-inducing situations, manifest greater confidence in them­
selves and are more happy and effective in meeting environmental demands 
than are persons with low self-esteem.
The self-esteem inventory we used in our present study was the 
58-item version used in Coopersmith1 s main study (1967) (Appendix $)• Each 
child was asked to markneach.statement by putting a tick (\/ ) in the 
right hand column "like me" when he felt that the statement described how 
he/she usually feels, and "unlike me" when the statements did not describe 
how he/she usually feels. It was emphasized to the child, at the 
beginning, that this was not a test and there were no right or wrong 
answers. No time limit was set.
C killer* s Schedule (Appendix B);
Sustained and well established theory in educational research 
indicated that there are numerous variables which influence school 
achievement and educational performance: social class; peer relationship; 
language; emotional disturbance;, anxiety; self-concept; level of 
aspiration; Is,ok of love; acceptance and warmth; family discipline and 
parental attitudes. In sum, a child’s whole personality and behaviour is 
formed by the kind of relationship a child has with his_significant others, 
Paring the formative years of a child’s life up to age eleven, the 
influence of the family, especially the parents’ attitudes towards the 
child’s school learning, is probably the most important variable among 
the above-mentioned variables.
Sixty-four significantly loading items out of the 72 factor Analysis 
items of I&ller's study of "educational opportunity and the home" (1971) 
were selected for our use in the present study to demonstrate the existence
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and influence of parental authoritarianism on a child’s perceptual field- 
dependence/independence. It was hypothesised that parental attitudes which 
affect a child’s personality development and growth may also affect his 
perceptual development.
The child was asked to choose between two statements, the one which 
mostly applied to him, and to put a circle around "yes'1 for the statement 
agreed with. The child was allowed .to complete the questionnaire in his 
own time and to ask questions concerning the meaning of words, but not 
meaning of the sentences.
D The Schonell Heading lest (Appendix C):
In our d;udy it was hypothesised that a child’s intelligence,
, is related to his ability to separate an item from 
its context, i.e. field-dependanee/independence. Previous studies proved 
that there exists a relationship between the EET and some measures of 
intelligence (G-oodenough and Karp, 1961$ Karp, 1963; Karp and Silberman,
1966). These researchers found a correlation between the EFT and the 
Block Design; as well as a small but significant correlation, of the BET 
with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale,' However, there also exists some 
studies contradicting, criticising and doubting the interrelatedness of 
EFT and measures of intelligence and achievement. It was an additional 
effort of the present study to confirm the relationship between the 
measure of field-dependence/independence and a measure of achievement;.
In regard to this test, no instruction was given, neither was the 
child allowed, to ask any question- But no time limit v/as imposed. The 
test, a total of 15 questions, was arranged in the order from the 
simplest one to the more difficult.
E The Sociometric Scale:
At the end of the session, the child, was given a blank sheet of 
paper for the sociometric scale. The experimenter would ask the child to 
put down his name first,, and then the sort of work-his/her father did.
If the' child' indicated that the father was absent from home then the 
child v/as asked to write down his mother’ s occupation. Regarding the 
usefulness of this measure, Kimmelweit reported that junior school children 
are able to describe their fathers’ occupations accurately enough and in 
sufficient detail for valid classification.
Having done this, the experimenter would then say, "Nov/, imagine
that there is a competition in your class and the first prize of the 
competition is an outing to the seaside for a day with another child in 
your classo If you won the prize, who would you like to go with?
Put down the names of the two children you would like to go with". The
sociometric test was meant to locate the various social positions of 
each child in his class and to find out his relationship -with and 
popularity among other children. . The sociometric index is said to be a 
reliable indication of neurosis and lack of integration with school 
peers (Thorpe and James, 1957)*
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The Children's Embedded Figures Test: Results
Table 1 gives the mean values on scores on the Embedded Figures Test 
in the three samples. The white children in sample A.have a mean of 20®956 
on the EET, compared with a mean of 18,410 in the black children in 
Sample B0 A calculation of the statistic;t based on these differences 
gives a value of A.905, which is significant at the 0.001 level of 
probability. The white working class children (Sample C) have a mean on 
the EFT of 18.920, which is not significantly different from the mean for 
black children in the same schools.
The mean score on the EFT of the white children in the working class 
areas in Sample C is significantly different from that of the white 
children in the middle class'area (t = 3°2A, p less than ®01), but is not 
significantly different from that of the black children in sample B (t = 
0.77, P greater than o10). These results, imply'that social class may 
qccount for some of these differences, since the social- class backgrounds 
of samples B and C are markedly below those of sample C (Table A)*
There are marked differences in performance on the Schone11-Silent 
Reading Test (Schonell, 1956), and all of the between-group differences 
on this test are significantly different® The implications of these 
results is that verbal ability (as measured by a conventional reading 
test) is influenced by culture to a greater extent than cognitive styj.e 
(as measured, by Witkin*s embedded figures test). I shall show in a suose— 
wuent table (see Table 23 below) that when differences in age, socmal 
class and parental authoritarianism are controlled, the significant 
correlation between cultural group and cognitive style disappears.
Table 2 lists the scores on the Children’s Embedded Figures Test 
which have emerged in a number of studies by Witkin and his colleagues.
In none of these are exact mean ages given, so exact comparison is not
possible* However, the scores of the white children in middle class areas 
(Sample A) appear to be appreciably higher than the children of similar 
ages iii New York schools; the scores of-black, working class children 
appear to be about the same level as those of white, middle class American 
children studied, by Witkin, and well above the level of "disadvantaged" 
groups in Americao
The scores of the black and white.groups i^ our English study are as 
high as, or higher than, those of samples in the Netherlands, Italy and 
Mexico in villages where socialisation did not emphasise conformity. These 
comparisons imply that there are factors within the cultural tradition of 
■white,.middle class children, and to some extent of black, working class 
children in England which produce relatively high field^dependence in 
cognitive style.
The Coppersmith Self Esteem Test and the Children s  Embedded Figures Test:
Be suits:
The 53-item Coopersmith Self-Esteem scale (Coopersmith, 196?) v/as 
completed by 106 subjects in Sample A» It was not possible to use It in 
Samples B and C because of limitations in the time available for -testing; 
a small number of subjects in Samples B and C completed this test, but 
its use v/as discontinued because of the long time taken to complete the 
test by the poor readers. A small number of children without functional 
reading skills had to be read the other test in the study (the Miller scale) 
. The analysis of the Coopersmith scale items has been by means of 
factor analysis. This is a technique which extracts eigenvectors from a 
corre3.ation matrix of the items making up the scale,, Erom these eigen- - 
vectors components are derived. All the items in the analysis have a 
correlation v/ith all of the components, of a greater' or lesser degree. It 
is thus possible to examine the extent to which the items correlate with 
a leading component in the analysis to form a "general factor" (when the
majority of* items an the analysis will have correlations with the component 
in the same direction), and to what extent small groups of items form 
specific sub-factors © A full account of the methods of factor and principal 
component analysis is contained in Hope (1968)•
The components A to H in Table 5 are those with an eigenvalue of 
more than 2.0 In an unrotated principal components analysis of the 58 
Coopersmith scale items. Since an underlying hypothesis of this study was 
that the main component of self-esteem would be related to field dependence, 
the unrotated technique was used, since this is particularly appropriate 
for extracting a general factor in psychological test data (Wilson, 1973)» 
Component A is clearly a general factor, since 42 items in the scale load 
in the direction indicating poor self-esteem at a level of 0,200 or 
greater. The factor scores of each individual in the analysis have been 
calculated by the computer programme employed, and these factor scores 
have in turn been correlated, with the other test material.
It will be seen from Table 6 that the first, general factor of 
self-esteem (Component A) has no significant correlation with the Embedded 
figures Test. It does correlate however at a significant level with the 
sociometric test, indicating that children who are isolated in tha class- 
.room tend to have poor self-esteem. The strongest correlation of the 
general self-esteem component is the general factor from the analysis of 
the Filler scale items. This correlation, of ~<>5^ > indicates that 
children with poor self esteem tend to lack positive attitudes to school 
and learning, and also have parents who have generally authoritarian 
attitudes towards their children.
Only the second component, B, has a significant correlation with 
EET. The highest loading items on.this component are listed in Table 7.
A further principal components analysis v/as carried out including the
test data (EFT, Schonell, sex, class and sociometric score). The components
no significant loading on the first, general factor. It had an appreciable 
loading (-e338) on the second component however, confirming the significant 
correlation which Component B has with EFT.
The Embedded Figures Test has significant correlations with ten of 
the Coo]3ersmith scale items (Table 8). The strongest correla.tion is that 
of ~.36d with the scale item "Most children are better liked than me” 
indicating that high EFT scores and "unlike me" responses to this item are 
Inversely correlated. In other words, children with high EFT scores tend 
to feel that most children are better liked than they are. Interpreting 
correlations such as this is difficult because of the direction of scoring 
in combination with the actual wording of items. I have tried to make 
the results as clear as possible in subsequent tables by rewording some 
questionnaire items for ease of interpretation.
I have tried to interpret the correlations between Coopersmith scale 
items, and component B, with EFT in Table 9° These interpretations are to. 
some extent intuitive, since they imply links between scale items which may 
not actually exist. These interpretations are necessary in order to try 
and make sense of the somewhat paradoxical features in the correiabioiis.
EFT is correlated, with items from the original Coopersmith scale which 
•indicate both good, and bad self-esteem. The field Independent child tends 
to feel that other children are better liked than him; but he lakes otriers, 
and he is not shy; he is not often told off, and no one has to tell him 
what to do. This is a picture consistent with a child who is to some 
degree psychologicaIly independent within- the group context of the class­
room.
The interpretation of components B and II (Table Sj indicate a 
picture of a child who is confident about his own abilities, and clear 
about'what he wants to do. He is not group dependent. He is proud of 
his school work. He feels his parents expect too much of him, but he is 
not overwhelmed by the expectations of his parents. Here again we have a
plausible picture of the field'independent child. These results point vo 
the interesting and previously unrecorded conclusion that global self­
esteem as described by Coopersmith is not related to field independence in 
these English children. .Rather, the group independence characteristic of 
the field-independent ohild implies some problems of social functioning 
which are, however, largely overcome by the child’s inner resources.
The Miller Scale and the Childrenfs Embedded Figures Test:
Results from Sample A:
The same methods of analysis - principal components to extract the 
general factor, with calculation of factor scores for all components with 
eigenvalues greater than 2,0, which are then correlated with EFT and other 
test data - was carried out with the Miller Scale items. The results for 
the children in Sample A (Table 10) indicate that the first, general 
factor accomits for some 11.4 por cent of the variance, and has 39 items 
out of the total of 62 which have loadings in excess of 0.200, and which 
load in the direction expected. This first component clearly represents 
a group of items indicating commitment to school and learning, having 
parents who are interested in the child and his learning situation, 
having parents who allow the child to make his own decisions, parents 
who encourage the child to find out for himself, and parents who are not 
punitive.
This first, general component has no significant correlation with 
the Embedded Figures Test, though it correlates in the expected direction 
with reading ability (thus confirming Miller’s original hypothesis), and 
also correlates significantly with sociometric score. This finding 
indicates that popular children tend to be committed to school and 
learning, and have non-authoritarian parents. As we saw from Table 6, 
the general factor of the Miller scale items in Sample A is most strongly 
correlated (-.561) with the Coopersmith general factor, indicating that
children who are committed to school and learning and who have non­
authoritarian parents also tend to have high self-esteem.
The failure of the first, general component of Miller scale items to 
correlate with EFT does not confirm our original hypothesis that 
authoritarian parental attitudes would, by and large, be associated with 
field dependence.
Three subsidiary components - B, E and F - do have some significant 
correlations with EFT, and the high loadings on these components are set 
out separately in Table 12. As with the Coopersmith scale items, there 
are some apparently paradoxical loadings on component Bc Children with 
high scores on this component tend to go on seeing their friends, even if 
their parents object; but their parents like their child to ask questions, 
and are generally democratic in handling their children; but nevertheless, 
the parents tend to think their child is lazy in school, and the child 
himself doesn’t like school much, often feeling bored by M s  school work. 
One interpretation of these loadings is that part of the democratic regime 
of the field independent child* s family involves allowing the cMld to 
find M s  own motivation to work in school. In the Coopersmith component B 
it appeared that the field independent child tended to think that "Mp 
parents expect too much of me"; from the Miller scale it appears that 
"Ivy' parents think I am clever” but also "Ivy parents think I am lazy at 
school". There is in fact a significant correlation between Coopersmiuh 
component B and Miller component B, so we are justified to some extenb in 
generalising from .one component to the other. From these two components 
Y/e get a picture of a child who has parents who foster autonomy in their 
child by democratic child-rearing methods; as a result, presumably, the 
child is field independent; tMs field independence has particular conse­
quences for the child’s attachment to school, not all of them positivee 
He'.is sometimes disliked by others, and-although he has high personal 
standards and motivation,® he tends not to like school.
Miller component E has a significant correlation with EFT,,, The 
loadings on this component indicate that children with high factor scores 
on this component tend to have parents -who allow the child autonomy, and 
consult him in decision making; nevertheless, his parents think he is lazy, 
and the child himself is not altogether confident in his class. The 
significant correlations of EFT with component F indicate that some 
children who are field independent tend to try their best at school; they 
have parents who want them to get a good education; their parents praise 
them for good work, and are not punitive when the child breaks rules at 
home, or when he argues.
Table 14 gives the loadings of components from an analysis of the 
Miller scale items together with the Embedded Figures test, and other 
test data. The highest loadings on the three components on which EFT has 
a significant loading are given in Table 15* The first of the components 
(Component 2) on which EFT loads significantly is similar to Component E 
in the analysis of the Miller items alone.: However, the two subsequent 
components - the fourth and fifth - with significant loadings on EFT 
delineate a rather different group of items than those which emerged in 
components D and E above. This. difference is due to the fact that other 
test variables which correlate with EFT to some extent, and which also 
correlate with some Miller items have produced a different configuration 
of correlations.
Social class loads on component 4> as does EFT, indicating that 
children with high- s cores on this component tend to be middle class, and 
field independent. Their parents tend to think of them as lazy, and. the 
parents, 'ire often absent from home. The child is not satisfied with 
himself, and his parents think that he doesn’t learn enough at school. 
Nevertheless, M s  parents consult him about decision making, and like 
him asking questions. The hypothetical picture we get. here is of busy
professional parent or parents, who are somewhat .disparaging of.their 
child’s progress in school. However, the relationship with the child is 
one which fosters autonomy and field independence.
Component 5 loads on the Schonell Reading Test, and on EFT, indicating 
that children with high scores on this component tend to be good readers, 
and field independent. Their parents are not punitive, and allow the child 
to make his own decisions, behaviour which presumably is responsible for 
the development of field' independence. Despite their success in school 
(as measured by reading ability) these children tend to dislike school.
An interesting picture has emerged from these complex analyses of 
Miller scale items and other test data. The Miller items, like the 
Coopersmith items, are not centrally related to EFT. EFT is related to 
both Coopersmith and Miller items in a complex and rather paradoxical 
way. Field independent children, in line with the hypothesis derived, 
from Witkin’s work, do have parents who foster autonomy and. independence 
in their children. But although the children tend to do relatively well . 
in school, they do not seem to like school very much and, as the 
Coopersmith responses indicated., they tend to feel that other children 
in school are better liked than they are. The reasons why field 
independent children tend to dislike school are not immediately clear®
It could-be that the independence of the field independent child makes 
him unpopular with peers. Perhaps too the teaching style of his teachers 
is geared more to the needs of field dependent children.
A Joint Analysis of EFT and Other Test Data with Coopersmith and M _ller 
Factor Scores in Sample A
Table 1pa gives the loadings-on the first component, which loads, 
as expected, strongly on the first component in the analysis of the
Coopersmith and the Miller factor scores. EFT has a loading of -.272 on 
this first component, a little short of the conventional significance level 
of O.pOO (Harman, 19^5)• On this component high social class,, sociometric 
score (indicating popularity in the classroom), high score on the reading 
test, good self concept, positive attitudes to school and learning, and 
non—authoritarian attitudes on the part of parents all load significantly 
in the same direction.
Two components in the analysis, the second and the fourth, have 
significant loadings on the Embedded Figures Test. Children with high 
factor scores on the second component tend to be field independent, to 
be good readers, and to be unpopular in sociometric terms. They alsc 
tend to possess those attitudes indicated by Coopersmith component B, 
and Miller component D.
Children with high factor scores.on the fourth component tend to 
be field independent and to have high scores on Coopersmith component E 
and Miller components E and H.
Interpreting the second component, there hypothetically exists a, 
group of children who are field independent, good readers, somewhat 
isolated in the classroom, who think that most children are better liked 
than they are, but who are sure of themselves, and who have parents who 
are relatively democratic and non-punitive. Interpreting the fourth 
component, there hypothetically exists a group of children who are field 
independent, who do not get easily upset when told off, who are not 
easily upset at home, and who have parents who use democratic and non- 
punitive child-rearing methods.
It must be stressed that the technique used - principal components 
analysis - does not permit one to logically infer that separate components 
delineate separate groups of individuals. The second and fourth components 
in'Table 15 could in fact refer to the same group of individuals. It 
should 0,lso be stressed that the components do not delineate individuals
greater or lesser degree on each of the components o The existence of the 
hypothetical groups has to be investigated by a different .method, such as 
cluster analysis* Frincipal components analysis is acknowledged as a 
useful method for studying underlying structure, and for putting forward 
hypotheses that can be studied by other methods, such as cluster analysiso 
Ideally, the groups which hypothetically exist (and it should be stressed 
that components 2 and 4 above could refer to essentially the same group of 
individuals) should be investigated by a variety of methods in a hew 
sample of individuals,’
The Miller Scale and the Children*s Embedded Figures Test:
Results from Sample B:
It remains to be.seen whether the same kind of factor structure 
which has emerged in the sample of whitfe children living in middle class 
areas will emerge in the responses of black children of similar age living 
in working.class areas; whether differences in structure and in mean 
responses to Miller scale items can differentiate between the two cultural 
groups; and whether such differences can explain some of the difference 
in mean scores on the EFT between the tv/o groups.
Table 16 shows the factor structure, as indicated by an unrotated 
principal components analysis, of the Liller scale in Sample B. The 
first component has the nature of a general factor, and although the 
items load, in the opposite direction (direction of loading is not crucial; 
consistency of direction of loa.ding is more crucial) it is clear that 
the general component in Samples A and 3 refer to many similar items 
(Table 18).
Table 17 indicates that although the general factor of the iViller 
items in Sample B correlates with the Schonell Reading Test (thus 
supporting Lillerss original hypothesis)9 it lias no.significant correlation
with the Embedded Figures Testo The only significant correlation with 
EFT is that with component F. The high loadings on this component (Table 20) 
suggest that children with high scores' on this component tend to have 
interests in common with parents, have parents who are non-punitive, 
like school and working hard, tend to be.good readers, and are field 
independento■ Including other test data with the IvELller scale items gives 
a rather similar factor structure, and only one.component (Table 20) has 
a significant loading on EFP0 Since we are interested in the relatively 
lower scores of black children on the Embedded Figures Test, we can also 
generalise from the low scorers on components F and 5<> These low scorers 
tend to be children with parents who have few interests in common with 
their children, and who are relatively authoritarian in their child 
rearing methods. The significant correlations of individual Miller test 
items with EFT (Table 19) support such an interpretation.
Since, for any principal components analysis, the number of subjects 
has to be in excess of the number of items included in the analysis, the 
data for the 45 subjects in Sample C was not submitted to a principal 
components analysis.
A Comparison of the correlations of the Embedded Figures Test in 
Samples A, B ancTC: ~
Table 21 shows the correlations of the Embedded Figures Testy/nth 
some of the other test variables, by age and sex where the sub—categories 
were large enough to make such an analysis feasible.
In both samples A and B, EFT has stronger correlation with social 
class and sociometric score in females than males. Furthermore, the 
correlation in Sample A is statistically significant at the 0.05 level*
T-he-result imp lie s -t hat- gi-rl-s v;ho ■are more--fle Id-dependent are more 
popular- among their poors;-while for beys, the relatively fields •
In dercn den f ono-s— arc—m or -a, a coo pf ab le—in—u he nr—s oca a!—worlci a-
. Vo ty-ec, 8 3  ‘*/vv^
^amgai-gn may also 1 let vc- changed—the . o ono opt ■ of s ooiali aa-ti cn proso s s-.— 14- 
is clearly indicated in our data that mi dale-class girls show to "be more 
field-independent than boys signifying ..that this social group is'more apt 
to the imponb\of this important social change, and thereby has gradually 
shifted the socialst.emands on girls and. boys towards more equality of both 
sexes. .However, it is\not possible to experimentally prove that this 
explanation is a matter orNfact.
Related to the above discussion, it is apparent that between the 
age 10 to 11, the development of fmbsLI independence is not age-related. 
However, we did not initially intend to nlarify the effect of age 
difference. In fact, samples were carefulljM^elected, so that the 
variation of age among the three samples is less^han 0.417 years between 
Samples A and B. \.
Finally, being West Indian correlated negatively wirh EFT both in 
boys and girls. Whether this correlation is a function of theNage and 
social class differences between Samples A and B as well as difference 
i-a-l-ove 18--of par-ent &-1 auth-or ataria-nl-sm^ remains to.be seen.
A Comparison of Mean Levels of Miller Scale Items in Samples A and 3
Table 22 indicates that there are significant differences between the 
means on 24 out of the 62 Miller scale items when samples A and B are com­
pared. The predominant picture, then, is one of similarity rather than 
difference in responses. The general trend of results is for West Indian 
children to have significant mean differences on items indicating more 
parental authoritarianism (e.g. items 24* 49* 60 and 15)* an&.f— 
attachment to school and learning (e.g. items 52, 62, and 11).
■ This is consistent with the comparison of the principal components 
analysis of the Miller items, when we saw that it was English rather than 
the West Indian children who displayed the paradoxical feature of having 
scores indicating field independence, lack of parental author!carianism,
and lack of attachment to school and learning, The picture we get is of
West Indian children who come from relatively authoritarian homes;
nevertheless, these children have very positive attitudes to school and 
learning®
What is of interest is the fact that only two items - 42 and 60 in'
the Miller scale --show a significant difference between Sample A and B,
/
and also correlate significantly with EFT in both samples A and B. Both 
of these items, "Whenever I break a rule at home I am sure to be punished" 
and "If I am naughty my parents try and understand4 concern parental 
authoritarianism, and their key role in differentiating differences in 
the mean level of the Embedded figures Test is consistent with Witkin’s 
theory. However, it is also clear that a number of other items indicating 
parental authoritarianism neither correlate with EFT, nor do they 
differentiate between children in Samples A and B,
Table 23 shows the results of controlling for the factors of age, 
social class and parental authoritarianism (items 42 and 60) on the 
association between cultural group and EFT. In both boys and girls the 
correlation in the combined samples A and B between EFT and being Y/est 
Indian disappears to nearly zero ’when these three factors are controlled.. 
For boys, the correlation between being Y/est Indian and EFT, controlling on 
class, age and parental authoritarianism is -Qt 26 which is not significant,, 
For girls, the correlation is ~Qo17 which is also not significant®
'We can conclude that the initial differences - on mean levels of the 
Embedded Figures Test between English and Y/est Indian samples are due to 
social and cultural factors, and not to any innate or biological factor 
as some have implied.
A check upon this result has been made through a different method 
of analysis, the Multiple Classification Analysis option in the analysis 
of variance programme in the Statistical Package xor ohe Social Sciences 
( SPSS) available on the University of Lo'Atlov computer® The results,
given in Table 24, show the original deviation of the two contrasted 
groups, white and black children, from the grand CEFT mean before adjust- 
ment for the effects of parental authoritarianism, parental social class, 
and child* s age. After adjustment, the deviation of the two ethnic groups 
from the grand CEHP mean is close to zero.' In other words, when the 
effects of authoritarian, class and age are taken into account, differences 
in mean CEFT score between black and white children are close to zero.
Ifean Values of Embedded Figures Test and Other Variables in Samples A and B
Variable Mean StandardDeviation N
■Sample A: 106 IVhite Children in Schools in Mi.ddle Class Areas
Embedded Figures Test 20.956 3.727 106
Schonell Beading Test 1 V M 9 2.566 106
Age in years 110 2o1 1.774 106
Sample A: Girls
Embedded Figures Test 21 o059 3.651 52
Schonell Beading Test 14.430 1.995 52
Sample A: Boys
Embedded Figures Test 20.857 3.814 54
Schonell Beading Test 13o780 2.932 54
Sample B: 111 Black Childrer1 in Schools in. Wcirking Class Areas
Embedded Figures Test 18.410 3.926 111
Schonell Beading Test 12.538 4.198 111
Age in years 10.630 1.565 111
Sample B: Girls
Embedded Figures Test 180271 3.871 55
Schonell Beading Test 12.076 3.921 55
Sample. B: Boys
Embedded Figures Test 18.551 4.194 56
Schonell -Beading Test 13.008 3.972
Sample C: 45 white Children
r.
in Schools in W02-Icing Class Areas Ii
Embedded Figures Test 00
 
’ 0 VO 8 
J
3.684 i 45 \
Schonell Beading Test 13.109- 3.630 45
Age in years 11.047 1.704 45
Mean Scores on the Children's Embedded Figures Test in Groups Reported 
by Witkin et al (1971) and Witkin et al (197*0
Location of Subjects SETMean S.D. N
Age
Range Sex
New. York
Elementary Schools 16.6 5 A 20 9-10 Male
New York
Elementary Schools 16.3 5.7 20 9-10 Male
New York
Elementary Schools 1 6 A 5.5 ^0 9-10 Male & Female
New York
Elementary Schools 18.9 5.5 20 11-12 (Male
New York
Elementary Schools 17.2 k.S 20 11-12 Fema!Le
New York
Elementary Schools 1-8.0 5.1 ko 11-12 Male 8c Female
Netherland - 
village with 
"high conformity" 
socialization 1^.0 7 approx. 30 10-12 Male Sc Female
Ne.therland - 
village with 
"low conformity" 
socialization 16.1 7 approx. 30 10-12 Male 8c Female
Italy - 
village with 
"high conformity" 
socialization 8.1 ? 2k 10-12 Male & Female
Italy - 
village with 
"high conformity" 
socialization 1-^ .8 7 approx. 30 10-12 Male Female
Mexico-- 
village with 
"high conformity" 
socialization 12.2 o approx. 30 10-12 Male 8c Female
Mexico 
village wity 
"low conformity" 
socialization 1*9.1 7 approx. 30
i
10-12 Male 8c Female
TABLE 3
Mean Scores on the Schonell Silent Reading Tost in Samples A, B and C
G-roup
f ----
i Mean S.B. N
Sample A:
Y/hite English children 
in middle class areas 14.109 2,566 106
Sample B:
Black West Indian 
children in working 
class areas 12,538 • 4.198 111
Sample C:
White English children 
in working class areas 13.109 3.630 45
TABIE 4-
Social Class Distributions in Samples A, B and C
Sample
Class 1: 
Supporting Parent 
Unskilled, 
Semi-skilled, or 
Unemployed
• Class 2: 
Parent 
Skilled Manual 
or Lower White 
Collar
Class
Parent
Managerial
or
Professional
H
A Middle Class 
Area, 'White 
children 24.5# 62026$> ■ ■ 13.21^ ■10S
B Working CDLass 
Area, Black 
West Indian 
children 76.58# 20<,72fo 2. 70$ 111
C Working Class 
Area,-White 
English 
children 71 1 20.0fo 8.89# 4-5
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TABLE 6
Correlations of Coppersmith Scale Factor Scores with the Embedded Figures 
Test and other Test Data in Sample A (1? 109)
t ■' ■' ■ ■" ■ ■ ■'
Coopersmith Factors:
A B * C E F Or H
Embedded Figures 
Test -.031 -.203 .112 .170 . .106 .100 . - .0 2  6 -.062
Sex -.132 .240 -.147 -.326 o032 -.121 -.073 .224
Social Class 
(low to high) .112 .009 .076 .123 .073 .030 -.085 .111
Sociometric
Score .202 .003 .131 .176 .212 -.234 -.105 .185
Schonell Heading 
Test .180 -.081 .257 .216 -.063 .012 .138 -.005
Miller Scale 
Factor Scores:
A -.561 -.067 -.052 -.121 .022 .077 .053 .011
B o330 -.21 0 -.119 -.223 -.092 -.053 -.151 .065
C .0 /A -.225 -.080 .028 -.109 —.146 -.0 1 2 -.088
D .007 .079 .190 .099 .109 -.0 7 0 -.174 .030
E . o059 -.055 -.139 .115 .043 .065 d39 -.145
F -.176 -.398 -.065 0O64 -.077 -.190 -.139 .201
G- .006 cOAA .227 .057 .106 .131 -.031 -.141
H .129 -.040 .139 -.155 .037 .010 .062 -.059
Note: Correlations of 0*198 and above significant at the 5 per cent 
level; of 0.260 and above at the 1 per cent level; 
of 0.35 an<3. above at the 0o1 per cent level.
TABLE 7
Highest Loading Items from the Coppersmith Scale on Components B and II
B . II
13. I always do the right thing -o544 —.466
36* I can make up my mind and 
stick to it
i
' -.526 —.426 ■
50. I don’t care what happens 
to me -.5 0 2 -.494
20. I’m never unhappy -.4-98 -.544
39. I don’t like to be with 
other people -.488 -.5 0 6
27. I like everyone I know -.460 -.39 2
46. Other pupils pick on me - .4 6 4 —.366
14. I’m proud of nry school work -.416 (—.266)
55. I always know what to say 
to people -.378 - .4 0 4
45. If I have something to say, 
I say it -.376 -.304
54o My parents expect too much 
of me -.348 (-.240)
22. I give in easily .328 ( .274)
48. I always tell the truth -.326 -.3 6 0
10. I can make up my mind and 
stick to it (-.266) -.4 1 2
53. Most children are better 
, liked than me ( .242) .390
Embedded Eigures Test - -.538 .
Note: Only items with loadings of ©300 and above are included©
TABLE 8
Coppersmith Scale Items which have a Significant Correlation with the 
Embedded [Figures Test
Significant at the 0.1 per cent level
Most children are better liked than me — .364
Significant at the 1 per cent level
I’m never unhappy 0289
I don’t like to be with other people #279
I wish I were someone else ' - ,276
Significant at the 5 per cent level
I’m never shy . #257
I can make up my mind v/ithout much trouble . 246
I find it hard to talk in front of the class -o235
I often get told off #250
I like everyone I know .206
Someone has to tell me what to do #198
TABLE 9
Possible Interpretation of Correlation and Principal Components 
Data from the Coppersmith Scale in Characterising Children with 
High EFT Scores
Modal Characteristics of High EFT Child as Derived from 
significant correlations:
nMost children are better liked than me. I like others, 
and I'm not shy, but I find it hard to talk in front, of 
the class. I ’m not often told off, and no one has to 
tell me what to do."
Modal characteristics of High EFT Child as derived from
Principal Component B and II:
111.always do the right thing. I can make up ray mind 
without difficulty. Once I ’ve made up my mind I can 
stick to it, and I tell the truth. I don’t care what 
happens to me. I don’t like to be with others, and most, 
children are better liked than me. But I like everyone
I know. I ’m proud of my school work. I know what to 
say, I say it. My parents expect too much of me but I 
don’t give in easily.”
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TABES 11
Correlations of Miller Scale Factor Scores with the Embedded. Figures Test 
and Other Test Data in Sample A (N 106)
A B
Miller Scale 
C D
Factors
E
0
F G-
Sex (male) .251 o146 -.118 -*016 .006 .033 -.134 *008
Embedded
Figures
Test -.0? 6 .285 .187 1
co0 .1 .233 .271 .109 .189
Socio­
metric
Score -.348 -.087 .080 .266 -cl 22 .086 .029 .034
Social 
Class 
(low to 
high) -.132 -.103 .083 -o032 .146 *252 -.093 -.007
Schonell
Reading
Test -.315 -.135 -d51 -*202 *216 .228 .272 *028
Note: Correlations of 0o198 and above are significant at the 5 pe**
cent level; of 0o260 and above at the 1 per cent -level; and 
of 0o35 an& above at the 0*1 per cent level*
Highest Loading Items ori Miller Scale Components in Sample A which 
Correlate Significantly vri-th the Embedded Figures Test
Miller Scale Component B .
7. If my parents don't like ny friends, I still 
go on seeing them .483
•00 My parents like me asking questions <>470
9. I only learn things in school because I have to .451
11. I would get bored if I had no work in school — .449
22c I find most school work interesting -.449
43. Children of 10 or 11 are not too young to have 
ideas different from grown-ups .418
62# I want to leave school as soon as possible* ' .414
44. I am not satisfied with myself -.405
48. l|y parents are never too busy to spend time with me .393
28. I am usually unhappy in my clas s ‘ .376
60e If I am naughty my parents try to understand* .365
4. Iviy parents and I have feu interests in common -.371
21. At home I am allowed to make a lot of my own decisions .371
37. Ify parents think I am clever* c34b
58. Ivfy parents show they love me by taking a lot of 
notice of me* .346
15. Sometimes I am asked to help my parents in making 
rules and deciding things .338
17. I always try to do ny best at s chool -.338
40. My parents are usually happy to talk with me .332
12# My parents are very reaay to answer ail ny questions .328
36. Ify parents think I am lazy at school ' .320
19. I can talk to ny parents about anything - even things 
they don't like .325
8# I don't like school much .309
(Correlation of factor scores on this component with EIT .285]
Miller Scale Component E
21 o: At home I am allowed to make a lot of ny own decisions ©501
33<> parents are keen for me to do well at school *473
23o' teacher likes some children more than others * *369
460 Children and parents enjoy many of the same things .376
50c Next year I will he near the top of ny class —«377
15* Sometimes I am asked to help ny parents in making
rules and deciding things .357
43o Children of 10 or 11 are not too young to have ideas
different from grov.rn~ups .364
36# l<fy parents think I am lazy at school • ®350
53c My parents show they love me by taking a lot of
notice of me* .340
60. If I am naughty ny parents try to understand* .309
52# I don't like starting work after the holidays .301
(Correlation of factor scores on this component with EET • .233)
Miller Scale Component E
17*’ I always try to do ny best at school .446
31 •’ parents want me to stay at school to get a
good education ©434
16. I don’t mind when my work in class is wrong -«44^
42# Whenever I break a rule at home I am sure to get punished -.355
55* My parents always praise me when I do something well *355
52o I don't like starting work after the holidays -.34-2
20o lily parents are cross with me when I argue -*332
8.' I don't like school much -*314
25. I am seldom naughty in class ‘ .310
(Correlation of factor scores on this component with EFT *271)
Wording of item as in original questionnaire
Miller Scale Items which have a Significant Correlation with the
Embedded Figures Test in Sample A (1.06 White Children in Middle Class Areas)
Significant at the 0.1 per cent level
62J I want to leave school as soon as possible* . *-©389
2, I want to stay at school and see ho?/ far I can get ©359
Significant at the 1 per cent level
6,' I am often told by ny parents how much cleverer
other boys and girls are than me -©307
22, I find most schoolworlc interesting ©304
33* My parents are keen for me to do well at school -**285
17* 1 always try to do my best at school ©277
42, “Whenever I break a rule at home I am sure to be punished -*265
Significant at the 5 per cent level
40, Ivy parents are usually happy to talk with me ©242
60o If I am naughty ny parents try to understand* *236
25* I am seldom naughty in class *230
59* I'm allowed to take risks at home ©223
36* My parents think I am lazy at school 0216
50* Next year I will be near the top of ny class* ©'209
* Wording as in original questionnaire
TABLE 14
Loadings of Principal Components In Sample A on which EFT and some Miller 
Scale Items have Significant Loadings
Miller Scale 
Item 2
Component
4 3
1. -.007 o‘373 o166
_ 2. -•271 .329 -o040
3* .011 .02*8 .020
4. -.416 -.236 -.076
3. -.116 .263 -.180
6. -.165.. .427 -.259
7. .510 .025 .002
8, .191 .101 .112
9. .409 .131 -.191
10. -.260 .106 -.106
11 0 -.429 -.119 .167
12. .361 .234 .236
13. -.015 .167 -.204
14. .088 .056 .047
13. O202 .362 .342
16. .288 -.094 -.185
17. : -.396 .178 .032
18. -.10 3 -.148 -o191
19. .359 -.027 .068
20. -.238 -.090 .036
21. .383 -.049 .432
22. -.374 -.117 -.036
23. .064 -.1.78 .281
24. .242 .214 .144
23. -.193 .333 -.004
26. • d  65 .059 .164
27. •132 -.090 .103
28. .332 .054 -.065
29. «024 -.124 -.013
30. .110 .032 -.052
31. ' -.140 -.013 .330
32. -.103 .038 -.124
33. .123 -.002 .369
Miller Scale 
Item 2
Component
4 5
34. 0O86 .443 .036
33. o326 -o171 .072
36o -o209 .5^0 .108
37* -o458 .373 -.072
38 0 .458 .360 -.052
39. -.046 .110 -.142
40. -370 .216 -.279
41. . . .110 -.124 -.272
-.289 —.164 -.400
43/ o282 .113 .374
44. -.376 .547 -.232
45. -o092 -.014 .237
46. .145 -.223 .121
47. .114 -.454 -.266
48. • 0 502 .229 -.036
49. .37 6 .124 -o198
30. .034 -.432
31. .130 0O63 .149
32. .110 .072 .434
33. .202 -o119 .382
34. .079 .274 .167
35 0 -o1 56 -.029 .191'
560 -.3^0 -.358 .236
57. .288 .266 .043
' 58. -.451 .083 .216
59. .132 -.139 -.284
60. -.519 -.036 -.380
61 v .029 .018 .097
62. • -.387 -.032 .203
Sex (male) .088 .023 .149
Embedded Eigure s Test -o326 o314 .326
Social Class(low to high) -.207 .374 .218
Sociometric Score -o120 .187 -.036
Schonell Reading Test -.191 -o133 .312
- Per Cent of Variance 6.66% 4.83^ 3 4.52^
TABLE 15
Highest Loading Items on Principal Components Analysis Including Miller 
Scale Items and Embedded [Figures Test in Sample A
Component 2
7. If my parents donft like my friends, I still go
on seeing them o510
• 60o If I am naughty my parents try to-understand* <>319
48o My parents are never too busy to spend time with me .502
37. My parents think I am clever*- *458
38<, My parents like me asking questions .458
38® parents show they love me by taking a lot of
notice of me* .451
11. I would get bored if I had no work in school -<>429
4« Fjy parents and I have few interests in common -»416
9* I only learn things in school because I have to o409
17*' I always try to do my best at school -.396
62. I don!t want to leave school as soon as possible ~°38/
21 • At home I am allowed to make a lot of my own
decisions «383
49® Einding out for yourself at home doesn't lead
to trouble .'376
44. I a.m not satisfied with myself -.376
22. I find school work most interesting *-<>374
40o Ivfy parents are usually happy to talk with me «370
120; Fy parents are very ready to answer all my
questions
19. I can talk to my parents about anything - even
things they don't like .359
28. I am usually unhappy in my class .332
35* %  parents blame the teacher when I don't do
well at school .326
56. Ivfy parents think children are the most important
people at home* *310
Embedded Eigures Test ,326
Component A
Vy pi rents think I am lazy, at school .560
47o :Htr parents are always around when I need them -•454
44© I am not satisfied with myself ©447
34. Ify parents think I don’t 3sam enough at school ©1(43
6© I am often told by ny parents how much cleverer
other boys and girls are than me ,427
1© I seem to forget what 1 have learnt, .just when I
need to remember ©373
37o parents don't think I am clever ,373
38© parents like me asking questions ©360
.56. parents don’t think children are the most
important people in the home -©338
15. Sometimes I am asked to help ny parents in making
rules and deciding things ©36 2
23©' I am seldom naughty in class ©333
.2. I want to stay at school and see how far I can get ©329
- Embedded Figures Test • . ©314
Social Class (low to high) ©374
Component 5
32© I don’t like starting work after the holidays ©434
30© Next year I will be near the top of ny class* <>432
21 © At home I am allowed to make a lot of ny own
decisions - ©432
• 42. Whenever I break a rule at home I am sure to
be punished -©400
33* 1 don’t enjoy school ©382
60. If I am naughty my parents try to understand* ©380
33* 1^ 7 parents are keen for me to do well at school ©3^9
13© Sometimes I am asked to help my parents in making
rules and deciding things *342
31© 247 parents want me to stay at school and get a
good education ©330
Embedded Figures Test ‘ ©326
Schonell Heading Test ©3‘»2
* Wording of item as in original questionnaire
Principal Components Analysis of Coppersmith and Hiller Factor Scores
and EFT and Other Test.Data in Sample A
Variable Loading on 1st component
Loading on 
2nd component
Loading on 
4th component
Sex (male) . .262 .287 .239
Social Class (low to high) -.334 -.201 .076
Sociometric Score -.722 .492 .012
Embedded Figures Test -.2 72 -.532 .417
Schonell Heading Test ' -.393 * -.398 -.132
.Coopersmith component 
A -.420 .103 -.230
B .038 .316 .104
c -.272 -.166 .066
D -.379 -.293 -.092
E -.218 .184 .333
F .194 -.303 .003
G .146 -.306 .001
H -.093 .263 -.216
Miller component: 
A .719 .024 .298
B .107 .298 -.267
C -.036 -.112 -.092
D -.269 . .424 .213
E .083 -.297 .386
F -.201 -.213 .039
G -.139 -.283 ..128
H -.093 -.184 .389
Amount of variance 
accounted for 11.73# 9.24 % 7.33#*
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TABLE 18
A Comparison of High Loading; Items in the Principal Components Analysis 
of the I&ller~Scale in Sample A (V/hiteTlmd Sampie~B~~(BTack) 1 0-11 Year Olds
Killer Item Loading in 
Sample A
Loading in 
Sample B
3.- Teachers and parents seem to think 
the same things are important (“.179) •443
2. I want to stay at school and see 
how far I can get (-•239) .300
9. I only learn things in school because 
I have to. -o519 M 3
10. I find it hard to learn things in 
school • 312 -.463
11 e; I would get bored if I had no work 
in school -•432 •493
18. I like to spend most of ny time in 
class working -.341 •A82
21. At home I am allOY/ed to make a lot 
of ny own decisions -.410 (•250)
22. I find most school work interesting ~.406 • 331
25e I am seldom naughty in class • -.312 • 377
28. I am usually unhappy in my class •473 -.406
0
oN~\ I would like to leave school as soon 
as possible •447 -.411
34* %  parents think I don't learn enough 
in school .471 (-196)
3^. parents think I am lazy at school •413 -.363
37. My parents don't think I am clever •343 -•483
38. My parents like me asking questions -.386 .493
40. I^y pa rents are usually happy to 
talk to me -•338 •493
41. I ami hardly e ver aade to feel that 
other boys and girls are better behaved 
than me -<>369 •483
49® Finding out for yourself at home 
usually leads to trouble* • 330 -•333
57. I never get a good hiding at home .-.334 .424
O
S 0 . If I am naughty ny parents try to 
understand51' ~o419 •449
62. I want to leave school as soon as 
possible* .424 -<>300
gABNS 19
Miller Scale Items which have a Significant Correlation with the 
Embedded fligures Test in Sample. B (111 Black West Indian Children
in Working Class Areas')'
Significant at the 0.1 per cent level •
15. Sometimes I am asked to help ny parents in 
making rules and deciding things .351
Significant; at the 1 per cent level
40. I&r parents are usually happy to talk with me .310
5. I like groY/n-ups who 7/ant me to do things 
on iry own .307
20. l|jr parents are cross with me when I argue -.279
17. I always do ny best work at school .277
13. It's easy for me to follov/ the hobbies 
I like at home .269
42. Y/henever I break a rule at home I am sure 
to be punished -.306
Significant at the 5 per cent level
24. If I am naughty I do not get spanked .246
50. Next year I will be near the top of ny class* .223
22.- I find most school work interesting .202
60. If I am naughty my parents try to understand* .200
* Wording as in original questionnaire
TABLE 20
Highest Loadings Items on'Miller- Scale Components E and 5 in Sample B . 
which Correlate Significantly with the Embedded Figures Test
Loading on 
Component E
Loading on 
Component 5
13.' It’s easy for me to follow hobbies 
I like at home o508 O 4^4
20 o l/fy parents are cross with me when 
I argue -.430 -.346
61/ There are no hobbies ny mother and 
I do together -.373 -.401
51. I’m lucky to be able to study .349 .365
58o! I<|y parents show they love me by 
taking a lot of notice of me* .327 (.290)
50. Next year I will be near the top of 
ny class* .'325 .344
52. I don’t like starting work after the 
holidays -.309 (-.287)
■F“
 
# 
.
If I am naughty at home I do not get 
spanked .304 .311
4. Ify parents and I have few interests 
■ in common
N"\Oft1 (-.284)
3. Teachers and parents seem to think 
that the same things are important (=293) .386
17. I always try ny best at school (.294) .345
18/ I like to spend most of ny time in 
class working (.296) .342
Embedded Figures Test - .351.
Schonell Reading Test -■ .347
Correlation of Component v/ith Embedded 
Figures Test .293 -
* Wording as in original questionnaire
Higher
agreement
in:
Difference 
between 
two means
45o My parents don*t understand what I 
have to do at school West Indian .213
56. Ivfy parents don* t think children 
are the most important people at 
home English .211
42e - Whenever I "break a rule at home 
I am sure to be punished West Indian .205
30. I would like to leave school as 
soon as possible English .195
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TABLE 22
Items from the Miller Scale on which English and Tfest Indian Children 
have Signlficantl;y Different mean Responses
" . ..." / '-P..,-. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .~r.. ^
Higher
agreement
in:
KLfferer 
betweei 
two mear
2 W If I am naughty at home I do not get 
spanked English .390
32c fry parents don't mind what job I do English .430
32. I don't like starting work after the 
holidays English .427
37 o I never get a good hiding at home English .403
62, I don't want to leave school as soon 
as possible West Indian o401
11. I would get bored if I had no work • 
in school Yfest Indian .397
3 4. My pa rent s think I don * t le a m  
enough In school West Indian .397
Vh . I am not satisfied with myself English o389
31. I’m lucky to be able to study West Indian .343
3c Teachers and p.rents seem to think 
the same things are important V/est Indian .333
49 o Rinding out for yourself at home 
doesn't lead to trouble English .317
39 c I’m allowed to take risks-at home West Indian .305
2C I want to stay si school and see 
how far I can get West Indian
.
.252
60. If I 'am naughty my parents don’t 
try and understand West Indian
.
! *>280
13c It’s easy for me to follow hobbies 
I like si home West Indian O260
13. Sometimes I am asked to help my 
parents in maiding rules and deciding 
things English o257
27o I don’t like jy teacher much English .233
18. I like to spend most of my time in 
class working West Indian ' 0 0 7  0
7o If my parents don’t like >y friends, 
I still go on seeing them Yfest Indian .220
6, I am often told by ny parents ho?; 
much cleverer other boys and girls 
are than me Y/est Indian .219
1 I seem to forget what I have learnt, 
just when I need to-j'cmember it West Indian o217
TABLB 23
Correlations between being; West Indian and Embedded Figures Test, 
Controlling on Age, Social Class and Parental Restrictiveness
Yfest Social . Tirrn -n , tAge BUT _ ParentalIndian Class Restnctiveness
366 263 224West Indian * *  c
Social Class 
(low to high)
Age.
088189-.278 322
106281208333
29606 7208 035
Parental 
Restrictivenes s 330029
Correlations for hoys (N = 110) bel-ow the diagonal 
Correlations for girls (N =101) above the diagonal
Boys: Correlation between being West Indian and EFT* controlling
on Class* Age and Parental Restrictiveness is -,026, not 
significant,
G-irls: Correlation between being West Indian and EFT, controlling 
on Class* Age and Phrental Restrictiveness is -.017? not 
significant.
"Parental Restrictiveness" composed of responses to items 42 and 60 
in the Miller Scale.
Multiple Classification.Analysis of Scores on the CSffT by Ethnic G-roup 
Before and After Adjustment for Authoritarianism, Social Glass and Age
Variable
White (Sample A)
Black (Sample B)
Deviation from grand mean
Unadjusted r
+1.302
I Adjusted for 
independents 
and 
covariates
+ o17;+
-o106
GHAEER 6 
A DISCUSSION 0? FINDING-S
CHAPTER 6 
A DISCUSSION- OP THE FINDINGS 
The present study was intended to discover whether, any ethnic or 
racial factor affects the development of perceptual cognitive style in 
different cultural groups,, The similar score of the West Indian children 
and. English children on the Embedded Eigure Test (after controlling for 
social class and parental authoritarianism) indicated that ethnic difference 
is not important in the development of cognitive style, as some have implied.
Brand (1974) for example, has written in a review of Jensen's 
Educational Differences: “Accounts of African Negroes suggest that they
have difficulty with two-dimensional spatial material; there is evidence 
that Negroes are more socially conforming than other racial groups - a 
finding to be expected if the^ /- lack the analytic cognitive style that 
Witkin has measured as *field-independence*. Above all, there is the 
intriguing phenomenon of the sex differences in general Intelligence found 
in American Negroes. In view of Stafford’s evidence that visuo-spatial 
ability is partly inherited on the X-chromosome, it appears plausible to 
hypothesize that Negroes may lack something like a recessive gene on X 
which endows Caucasian males with spatial-analytical ability". ^
The results of the present study did not give any support for Brand's 
speculationso The West Indian children in the present study are very 
largely of African descent, but sex differences in cognitive style as 
measured by Witkin's test are small, and non-significant. Brand appeal's 
to argue that lack of a differentiated cognitive style causes Negroes to 
be socially conforming. But all the evidence suggests that the direction 
of cause is in the other direction - particular styles of socialization 
create particular types of cognitive style (Dawson, 1967; Berry, 1966;
Witkin et al„ 1974).
This is further supported by the comparison made between our 
•national sample and the studies by Witkin and colleagues in New York, as well
0 / 3  S  L jH C A .A .0  k> .X X I XM C.* U X l i t  X  JL c t H H ^  ^  «*l» O cX . cVX X ,'* t -ifiCm-A- r  ^ ; vy < y. . ' , i o  o  w * i i  u  c ^ - i ^ 11 ■***■ v  *  *»“ *—*»
et al (1974) indicated that the experience of a socialization process empha­
sizing different levels of conformity produce various cognitive styles# The 
comparisons also indicated that within a society, when sub-groups have 
different degrees of emphasis on conformity, the development of cognitive 
style and psychological differentiation of its members is in marked contrast,
Nevertheless, the comparatively high score of both the West Indian 
and English subjects in the present study indicated clearly that the ethnic 
origin of the ’West Indian children is not of much importance# Rather the 
.English cultural tradition as‘a whole may have a similar but important 
effect on both the West Indian and English children at school.
There have always been controversial arguments about the effect of 
school and education on black West Indian children- - their intellectual, 
emotional and psychological development as well as their adjustment to the 
school setting and their adaptation to the English cultural system.
Evident3y we cannot deny the profound effect of the metropolitan or 
Colonial culture on an individual. Being a foreigner in another country 
must nevertheless present considerable difficulties for the individual.
This is not in any way different for the children, in fact the impact may 
even be greater and more substantial. As we understand, the first and 
most important contact of children is with the family and its members.
It is through this primary socialization agent that the child comes to 
know about the world around him and hence -develop and crystallize his own 
perceptions, feelings, beliefs and personality. These will be enhanced 
and enforced by the tradition and custom practised by the cultural group 
he belongs to. When the situation arises where the child has to learn to 
adapt to a new culture and to integrate the different value system of 
this culture, which may or may not be necessarily in conflict with his . 
own, the child must encounter additional difficulties in adjusting himself. 
.The. case will.e specially be more explicit when the group he belongs to has 
a very strong community organisation within the host culture.
Due to the various political -and historical factors, the irimisn nave 
had an immense influence on the African communities in the Caribbean. In 
Britain, West Indians seem to have established, in some areas ai least, 
relatively cohesive communities. This sense of community identity may 
have reinforced the outstanding characteristic of Y/est Indian family life, 
since the West Indians clearly love children and seem to prefer to have an 
extended family, with many children. But the way-they bring up their 
children is quite different from what Europeans would describe as a “warm 
and loving home". West Indians are strict to the children, and are quite 
punitive, as the data on parental authoritarianism in the present study 
tends to show. On the whole, YYest Indian children are brought up in a 
comparatively authoritarian environment.
On the other hand, it is generally accepted that parental authori­
tarianism is a more usual feature expressed in lower-class home environment 
(Miller, 1971)* Therefore, although the result seemed to indicate that it 
is West Indian children rather than English children who more frequently 
indicated the feature of parental restrictiveness and authoritarianism at 
home, it is not clear vrhether this difference is due to cultural'background 
or social class difference. Since no comparison between samples B and C 
had been attempted because of the saa.ll size of sample C, it had not been 
possible to disentangle the effects of social class and cultural variables 
in a more clear-cut way. Me can only conclude that both cultural and 
social factors are the underlying factors at work which produce the 
relative parental authoritarianihome background of the-West Indian ciialdren.
Comparison made between -samples A and C, nonetheless, supported the 
well-established implication that social class has an important effect on 
the development of children. i.t was clearly indicated in tne resole ohao 
children from’the better-off home environment are generally more developed 
intellectually and a brieve bee ter academically (HaviLghurst, 19r3 j o on one II,
■ 1 93d; Bernstein, i 953? • ^ 9b0; Douglas, 1964 et al; j?o german ana G-olcisi»ein,19/°
A description made "by Iiiller O b V U  in his review clearly summarises 
their similar findings (p.25): "Social class has been found in.many
studies to bear a substantial inverse correlation with academic ability 
and attainment,, This lias been attributed to various factors associated 
with social class. Among these are the 'intellectually less stimulating 
world of the child from lower social class groupings, streaming according 
to teachers5 conscious and unconscious evaluation of children whereby 
children who do not dress well and do not appear clean are sometimes placed 
in B and C streams; the restricted language code of working class children 
which is inadequate or inappropriate for the communication of knowledge 
from teacher to pupil; the different value of various social class 
groupings; and pressure involved in loyalty to peer groups who do not have 
any strong motive for school attainment".
These factors, seemed to form a vicious circle which is always 
unfavourable to the lower class children. The correlation between EFT 
and reading ability' may be a manifest at ion! .of this "reinforcing circle"# 
Although it is not clear to what exact extent the correlation between the 
two tests m y  be due to a common "intelligence" and "analytic" potential, 
or to the learning experience itself, it seems fairly certain by now that 
school achievement is strongly influenced by parental stimulation at home 
and the child*s own motivation and self-evaluation#
In addition, the pattern of correlation between Embedded Figure Test 
and'sociometric score also indicated that the child’s relationship -with 
others may also be affected by cultural tradition, implanted through 
socialization emphasizing masculine independence.
It should be clear by now that the pattern of Socialization 
influenced by the cultural tradition at large appears to be the major 
factor which produces the various behaviour pattern and performance of the 
childreno In view of this, we can tentatively put "forth the hypothesis 
that in respect of the spectacular and all-encompassing Influence oJvP
social factors, the development of cognitive style is also caught,m a 
rather profound way, within the boundaries of cultural influence.
In turn, it has been hypothesised that cognitive style has a profound 
impact on the growth of personality. Witkin and his associates (1962) have 
suggested that individuals who tend to be consistent on a battery of 
cognitive-perceptual tasks tend also to exhibit consistency in psycho­
logical domains beyond cognition'and perception, including personality and 
social behaviour. In the present study, it was intended to examine the 
relationship between field independence and child’s self-esteem as well as 
his attitudes to school and other people around him. It was anticipated 
that the results would provide sufficient evidence to support our initial 
hypotheses.
Nevertheless, the data show that the first general component of both 
-the Coopersrnith and the Miller Scales did not yield the positive correlatior 
with EFT as we hypothesized. The result indicated that there was not a 
clear-cut relationship between cognitive-style and self-esteem, and other 
social behaviour, as expected. These results, in some way contradict the 
American study by Pawelkiewicy and Mclntire (1975) which found a signifi­
cant correlation between field independence and self-esteem. On the other 
hand, the present study is in line with a study by G-human (1 976) which 
also found no significant correlation between EFT and personality trai’os.
However, although the correlation of the general factor was not in 
the positive direction as anticipated, the second order components 
indicated that aspects of the child* s self-concept and his attitudes to 
people around him, as well as his attitudes to school work and school 
itself are in some paradoxical way. affected by his general cognitive style. 
In a review of factors influencing cognitive style, Witkin et al (1974) 
noted that there are indeed very few studies.devoted to the aspect of self 
concept among the large number of studies of influences on cognitive style. 
The rather ambiguous results on this aspect derived from different studies
nevertheless indicate that more effort should be taken to further investi­
gate . this area. The implication of these results lies in the fact that 
cognitive style may itself be a very important factor in determining the 
individuals personality growth.
Implication for further research
Arising from the study, there are a few suggestions which may be 
worth.while for further investigation*
1o West Indians are an important minority group in Britain. Their
effect on British culture could amount to the effect of the Africans 
in America, to some extent. There are already numerous research studies 
•on the blacks in America. However, very little work has even been devoted 
to the West Indian in Britain. Vernon suggested that "The West Indican 
communities are of special interest to the social scientist since they 
bridge the gap, as it were, .between West African and British-North American 
cultures" (1969, P*163)* Therefore it would be interesting to make some 
attempt at systematic cross-cultural comparisons of the two minority 
groups in different host cultures which in themselves have so much not in 
common. By making a comparison as such we may be enabled to understand 
the effect of host culture on the immigrated minority groups.* In addition 
one-will also be able to detect some effects of culture on individuals.
2.o Since Britain has quite a considerable intake of immigrants of
various countries, undoubtedly the growing number of these various 
ethnic groups will have some effect on Britain as a whole - on the policy­
making, and on the educational system, for example. On the other hand, 
the difficulties of these various groups in their effort to adjust and 
adapt to the British system could itself also raise various problems. It 
will be a practical orientation to investigate how these people are
* In America, the migration from South to North is conceptually similar 
to the migration from the Caribbean to Britain (Koetihk,-19°7)•
affected by the processes of adaptation to anotner curcure. itesecxi’oii uix 
the Chinese children in Britain has indicated that they are facing various 
difficulties, not to mention the language barrier when they first settle 
in this country (A* Garvey and B. Jackson) „ Attention to the problem has 
hence been drawn and various actions have taken place in attempting to 
solve the problem. However, further help is needed and could be gained 
only by arousing attention and interest among professionals and policy-makers# 
through further investigation and research studies on the problem,,
3o' Due'to the limited resources, it had not been possible in the present 
study to widen.the. study on various levels.’ First, we were not able 
to collect large enough number of lower social class white children to 
make the sample representative enough to have a more fruitful comparison. 
Secondly, we were handicapped by the same reason in comparing the native 
West Indians in their own country, and the migrated population in Britain.
The basic assumption was that by comparing the two populations would make 
it possible to note, if any, difference in cognitive development, and 
whether any difference might be due to the different cultural environment, 
since there would not be any difference between the.two groups because of 
ethnic and genetic endowment. In the present study, although we were 
able to point out that both the social and cultural factors were at work, 
we were not able to present their relative importance. It is' hoped that 
by making a cross-cultural comparison of West Indian children living in 
completely different settings, it will enable us to tease out the two 
influential factors more readily.
A° As pointed out in the early discussion, the aspect of self-esteem
has scarcely been investigated in relation to cognitive development 
As far as the researches on this area are concerned, there have been 
contradictory arguments. A possible'explanation is that methods used by 
various people may be so different that the results should not be compared.
It also implies that-this is an area which is more complicated than it
before any conclusion can be drawn©
Summary and conclusion • _
The usefulness of any piece of research work does not depend on the . 
direction of the result. Rather it relies on the generality and applicability 
of the result.
The aim of the study was to discover some possible explanation for 
the different cognitive responses of different cultural groups, on the • 
basis of V/itkin’s hypothetical framework of field-dependence-independence *
The finding of this research has clearly shown that ethnic differences are 
not important in the development of cognitive style; rather, particular 
types of cultural and social influence create particular types of cognitive 
styles. The particular styles manifest themselves in the individual’s 
perceptual responses defined as field-dependence-independence.
The study also indicated that sex differences and social popularity 
are to a significant extent related to the individual’s particular 
cognitive style - the direction clearly slanted more favourably towards 
the male sex. In other words, the more popular and sociable individuals, 
as well as males are usually more field independent. In addition, in 
contrast with some previous research findings, this research showed that, 
reading ability is quite strongly correlated with CEFT.
The data did not provide sufficient support for the original ... 
hypothesis of the Correlation between CEFT and self-esteem. This result 
was not in accord with inferences from previous findings. Unless it can 
be proved to be a chance error when replicated on another sample, the 
consistency of the relationship between EFT and self-esteem may be in doubt.
An attempt had been made to discover the correlation between parental 
author!tarianism and EFT. ' The underlying assumption was that since the 
West Indian method of socialisation Is recognised to be comparatively more
restrictive and authoritarian, then logically the West Indian children 
should be more field dependent. The findings show that the scale we used 
to detect perental authoritarianism did not support our initial assumption. 
Although parental authoritarianism does have some effect on the develop­
ment of field independence, it is not necessarily related to social class 
or ethnic group differences.
In.conclusion, the present study did not provide very confirmative 
information. Hov;ever, the importance lies on the illustration this 
particular study provided, on the interweaving effect of the social and 
cultural attributes on the development of cognitive style0 In addition, 
we have also attempted to explore and reveal the correlation between 
cognitive stjdLe and self-esteem as well as parental authoritarianism, 
which has rarely been explored in .previous researcheso
I must admit that the present study has not been able to extend the 
theoretical framework on which this study is based. Neither had it been 
able to strengthen substantially, any speculation mad.e by previous 
researches.
However, there are limitations which I believe are the main hindrance 
of the present study. The project did not yield a clear-cut result as the 
original hypotheses had expected. Fartly this can be explained, by the 
complicated relationships within the area studied. Partly, it also 
depended on the planning of the research. ■ ...
Regarding the limited time and available resources we had, it would 
have been wiser to aim at clarifying a more restricted aspect of the very 
general theoretical framework. 7/e were too ambitious in the initial 
setting up of the hypotheses. The main reason probably lies in the fact 
.that this was one of the very few attempts to study cognitive style by 
means of cross-cultural comparison in Britain.*5
The under .lying intention was that in the attempt to establish cross- 
' cultural study within Britain, a new source of information and resources
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help to strengthen the development of this psychological framework. 
Nevertheless, the present study was only an attempt to explore some of the 
possibilities of doing research of this nature.
The major disadvantage was that, owing to the many obvious diffi­
culties, we were net able to collect samples in the .West Indies for more 
extended comparison. Bearing in mind that the West Indian children in 
our sample, if not immigrants themselves, were children of immigrantsj 
even if they still have preserved distinct customs and culture, the children 
may still in some ways be quite distinct from the indigenous West Indian 
living on the islands. Consequently, the result obtained could not be 
claimed as representative of West Indians in general. The implication is 
that there exists an opportunity for a. comparative study on the immigrant 
and the islanders with the test batteries, so that the result of the 
present study can be better refined and developed. It is certain that, if 
the possibility can be explored, the findings will be very interesting ones. 
Nevertheless, the present study did yield some very interesting 
results. It indicated that some aspects of the studies done by Witkin 
and other American workers could not claim to be universal. Indirectly 
it supported that unless a hypothetical framework has been replicated 
cross-culturally, it can never be accepted as a universal theoretical 
approach. However, I would believe that the hypothesis originally 
developed by Witkin will be one of the paradigms which will stand nuny 
challenges, and is already turning out to be a very exciting new approach 
in the psychological field.
In sum, our initial ambition has not been wasted. The study has at 
least pinpointed the certain variables .which do have some correlauions, 
though in rather complicated ways, with the dependent variable - cognitive 
style. Whether these peculiar correlations were due to error terms- or 
there exist some spurious relationships■ would need further investigation.
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Please mark each statement in the following ways
If the statement describes how you usually feel, put a ti ck (/) in 
the column, "Like Me".
If the statement does not describe how you usually feel, put a 
tick (/) in the column "Unlike Me".
There are no right or wrong answers.
Like Me Unlike Me
1. I spend a lot of time daydreaming.__________________________ _______________
2. I ’m pretty sure of myself. ________  ___________
3. I often wish I were someone else.___________________________________________
4. I ’m easy to like________________________________________ _________ ___________
5. My parents and I have a lot of fun together. _________ _________
6. I never worry about anything._________________________________ _______________
7. I find it very hard to talk in front of the
class.______ _________ _______ ___
8. I wish I were younger._________________________________________________________
9. There are lots of things about myself I ’d
change if I could.  .__  _________ _
10. I can make up my mind without too much trouble. ________  ____________
11. I ’m a lot of fun to be with._________________________ ____ _____ ___________
12. I get upset easily at home.__________________________ ________ ____________ _
13. I always do the right thing._________________________ _______________________
14. I ’m proud of my school work._________________________ _________________ ______
15. Someone always has to tell me what to do,___________________ ___________
16. It takes me a long time to get used to
anything new. ________  ___________
17. I ’m often sorry for the things I do. __________ ___________
18. I ’m popular with children of my own age.__________ _________ __________ _
19. My parents usually consider my f e e l i n g s . ________ _____________
20. I ’m never unhappy. ______________ ___________
21. I ’m doing the best work that I can.________________ ________________________
22. I give in very easily._________________________________________________________
23. I can usually take care of myself._________________________________________
24. I ’m pretty happy. _______  _____ _____
25. I would rather play with children younger 
than me.
26. My parents expect too much of me.
27. I like everyone I know.
28. I like to be called on in class.
29. I understand myself.
30. I t ’s pretty tough to be me.
31. Things are ail mixed up in my life.
32. Children usually follow my ideas.
33. No one pays much attention to me at home.
34. I never get scolded.
35. I ’m not doing as well in school as I ’d like to
36. I can make up my mind & stick to it.
37. I really d o n ’t like being a boy-girl.
38. I have a low opinion of myself.
39. I d o n ’t like to be with other people.
40. There are many times when I ’d like to leave
home .
41. I ’m never shy.
42. I often feel upset in school.
43. I often feel ashamed of myself.
44. I ’m not as nice looking as most people.
45. If I have something to say, I usually say it.
46. Children pick on me very often.
47. My parents understand me.
48. I always tell the truth.
49. My teacher makes me feel I ’m not good enough.
50. I d o n ’t care what happens to me.
51. I ’m a failure.
52. I get upset easily when I ’m scolded.
53. Most people are better liked than I am.
54. I usually feel as if my parents are pushing me
55. I always know what to say to people.
56. I often get discouraged in school.
57. Things usually d o n ’t bother me,
58. I can’t be depended an.
NAME, AGE.. ....CLASS......
LOOK AT THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES. IN EACH QUESTION THERE ARE TWO SENTENCES. CHOOSE 
WHICH SENTENCE APPLIES TO YOU. CHOOSE ONLY ONE SENTENCE IN EACH PAIR. TIERS ARE 
NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS. PUT A CIRCLE POUND "YES” FOR THE SENTENCE YOU AGREE 
WITH.
1. A. Once I learn somethings I can remember it if I need to
B. I seem to forget what I have learnt, just at the time when
I need to remember
2. A. The sooner I leave school the happier I shall be
B. I want to stay at school and see how far I can get
3. A. Teachers and parents seem to have different ideas about what
is important
B. Teachers and parents seem to think the same things are important
4. A. ■ My parents and I have many interests in common
B. My parents and I have few interests in common
5. A. I like grownups to help me a great deal
B. I like grownups who want me to do many tilings on my own
6. A. I am hardly ever told by parents that others are much
cleverer than I am
B. I am often told by parents how much cleverer other boys and 
girls are than me
7. A. If my parents don’t like my friends, I see my friends less
B. If they don’t lice my friends, I still go on seeing my
friends as before
8. A. I like my school very much
B. I don’t like my school much
9. A. I enjoy learning things in school
B. I only learn things in school because I have to
10. A. I find it easy to learn things in school
B. I find it hard to learn things in school
11. A. I would prefer not to do any work in school
B. I would get bored if I had no work in school
12. A. At home I sometimes get into trouble when I ask questions
B. My parents are very ready to answer all my questions
13. A. I would have more hobbies at home, if it were easier to do so
Bo It’s easy for me to follow hobbies I like at hone
14. A. There are not many books at home which interest me
B. At home there are a lot of books which interest me
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
'YES
YES
g rr.n
XiliD
VpQ
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
15. A. My parents make all the rules and decisions without asking me YES
3. . Sometimes I am asked to help my parents in making rules and
deciding things YES
16. A. I like to get all my work right in class YES
B. I don’t mind when my work in class is wrong YES
17. A. I don't mind if I do well op badly at school YES
3. I always try to do my test at school YES
18. A. I like to spend most of time in class talking to my fid.ends YES
B. I like to spend most of time in class working 5 rather than
talking to my friends YES
19. A. There are things my parents won't let me talk to them about YES
B. I can talk to my parents ■ about anything ~ even things they
don’t like YES
20. A. My parents do not mind my arguing with them about some things YES
B. They are cross with me every time I argue YES
21. A. At home I can mate very few decisions of my own YES
B. At home I am allowed to make a lot of my own decisions YES
22. A. I find most school work dull and boring YES
B. I find most school work interesting YES
23. A. My teacher likes all the children in the class the same YES
B. My teacher likes some children more than others YES
2k. A. If I am naughty at home I usually get a spanking or hiding YES
B. If I am naughty I do not get spanked YES
25. A. I am often naughty in class YES
B. I am seldom naughty in class YES
26. A. My parents are strict YES
B. My parents are not strict YES
27. A. I like my teacher a lot YES
B, I don’t like my teacher much YES
28. A. I am usually happy in my class YES
B. I am usually unhappy in my class YES
29. A. I have plenty of friends in my class YES
B. I haven’t many friends in my class YEo
30. A. I would like to stay on at school as long as possible, to get
a good education YES
B, I would like to leave school as soon as possible and get a job YES
31. A. My parents don't mind when I leave school YES
B, My parents want me to stay on at school as long as possible3 to
get a good education YES
32. A. My parents would like me to have a better job than they have YES
B. My parents don’t mind what job I do YES
33. A. My parents don't care what I do at school YES
B. My parents are very keen for me to do well at school YES
34. A. My parents think I learn a lot at school ITS
B. My parents think I don;t learn enough at school YES
35. A. My parents blame me when I don’t do well at school YES
B. My parents blame the teacher when I don’t do well at school w cX xjuj
36. A. My ■parents think I work hard at school YES
B. My parents think I am lazy at school YES
37. A. My parents think I am quite clever YES
B. My parents don’t think I am clever YES
00oo A. My parents don’t like me asking questions YES
B. My parents like me asking questions YES
39, ,<Na . My parents never know the answer to the questions I ask them YES
B. My parents usually know the answer to the questions I ask them YES
40. A. My parents 
them
usually tell me to ’shut up’ when I try to talk to
YES
B. My parents are usually happy to talk with me YES
4-1. A. I am tired 
or girl is
of being told by my parents that some other boy 
better behaved than I am YES
B. I am hardly ever made to feel that other boys and girls behave 
better than me YES
42. n . o If I break a rule at heme I can usually get out of being punished YES
B. Whenever I break a rule at home I am sure' to be Dunished YES
4-3. A. Sometimes at home I don’t understand why I am being punished YES
B. Whenever I am punished at home I understand clearly why NO
44. A, Grownups hardly ever quarrel YES
B, Grownups quite often quarrel MO
READ THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS. IF YOU AGREE WITH THE STATEMENT RING ‘YEST 
IF YOU M E  UNSURE RING T?? IF YOU DISAGREE RING '.NO *
4-5. Children of io or 11 are still too young to have ideas
different from those of grownups YES 7 NO
46. I am satisfied with myself YES g NO
47. My parents understand what I have to do at school YES 7 NO
00a- Children and parents do not enjoy many of the same 
things YES 7 HO
49.
; i . _
My parents never seem to be aroma when I need them YES 7 *Tf\x 4 v/
50. My parents are too busy to spend much time with me YES 7 NO
51. Finding out for yourself at home mostly leads to 
trouble vrq n NO
52. Next year I will be near the top in ray class YES 7 NO
53. Grownups are lucky not having to study YES 7 NO
54. I'm always glad to start work after holidays YES 7 NO
55. I enjoy school most of the tine YES 7 NO
56. My parents think studying more important than 
making money YES 7 NO
57. My parents never praise me when I do something well YES 7 NO
58. My parents think children are the most important 
people at home YES q HO
59. I quite often get a good hiding at home YES 7 NO
60. My parents show they love me by taking a lot of 
notice of me YES r \ NO
61. I am not allowed to take risks at home in case I get hurt. YES 7 NO
62. If I am naughty my parents always try to understand YES q NO
63. /re there any hobbies you and your mother like to do 
together? YES 7 NO
64 If I could do as I liked I would leave school as soon
as possible YES ? NO
SCHOHL'hh SILENT READING- TEST - y •
Read carefully each paragraph and the question at the end of it. Write 
the answers to the questions in the space underneath e ach question.
(a) I-have a cat* It is black and white. It is one year old.
It sleeps in a box. It likes to play with a ball of wool.
Where does the cat sleep?
.00 ■ Every h o y ;  and then along the roads we see low wooden houses with 
tightly shut windows and little gardens stocked .with flowers.
Choose-the word below that tells about the windows, and 
write it on the dotted line.
half-open open closed apart
1. I am a wild birdL. My home is in a tree.. I can fly high in 
the air. I can sing a song.;
■Where is the bird* s home?
2. We have a bab^ v. When we speak to him he waves his little hand. 
He has ten teeth. He sleeps in a cot most of the day.
How many teeth has the baby?
3o: Last Monday we went to the Hoo. We spent much time in front of. an
iron cage which held seven monkeys. They made us laugh wheh they 
put out their paws for nuts.
What was the monkeys * cage made of?
2{.0 It 7/as getting so dark that Alice thought there must be a storm 
coming on. "What a thick black cloud that is!" she cried. "And 
how fast it comes1 Why, I do believe it’s got wings".
Do you think the sun v/as shining? Yes. No. Cannot tell.
3o Hans took the stone and went off with a'light heart; his eyes
sparkled for joy and he said to himself, "I must have been born 
in a lucky hour, everything that I wish for comes to me of itself
• Was. Hans happy or unhappy?
In some cities coloured lights are used to direct the cars at 
cross streets. A red light means "Stop", an orange light'means 
"Get Ready1*, and a green light means "Go". .
What light is used for "Get Ready"?
There was once a shoemaker who worked very hard and was very 
honest, but still he could not earn enough to live on, and at 
last all he had in the world was gone, except enough leather 
for one pair of.shoes.
Choose the word below that tells what the shoemaker was 
and w rite it on your answer paper:
lazy dishonest hardworking proud idle
When a duck wants to come to rest on water it draws its head 
backward, tilts its body upward, thrusts its feet forward and 
spreads its tail outward.!
Choose the word below telling'bow the duck places its head. 
Write it on your answer paper.
upward forward backward downward
.1 can skip. I go to school every day. I wear a pretty dress, 
I have long hair.
What am I?
Long ago there lived the sea-coast of Japan a young man named r 
Yainas a kindly fellow- and clever with .bis rod and line.
Write the word Yaina on your answer paper. If you think 
he v/as a fisherman, put a line under his name. If you 
think he was not, put a cross under his name.
The daylight is dying
Away in the West •
The wild birds are flying 
In silence to rest.
Do these lines tell about evening or morning?
Over the meadow
In the reeds- on the shore 
Lived a mother water-rat
And her little water-rats four.
Kow-many watdr-rats altogether lived in the reeds?
13o: December is a winter month in England, but in Australia it is
summer at that time of the year. Christmas Day comes on 
25th Decembere
Choose the word below which tells what Christmas Day in 
Australia is likely to be. Write it on your paper.
windy freezing hot cold - frosty
A sailor dropper the captain's silver tea pot into the sea. 
The captain went to the sailor and said to him, "You let my . 
tea-pot fall into the sea, did you not? It is lost."
"No, no," said the sailor. "I know where it is. It is at 
t h e ...........    of the sea.
■Write the word that has been left out.
If you are waiting on shore for a ship to come in, the first
. thing you see is the smoke, later the funnels and masts come
in sight, and lastly the hull of the ship itself is seen.
Suppose you were .-watching a ship leaving the laud. 
Choose the word below that tells you the last thing
you would see. Write it on your paper.
people masts smoke funnels hull
A P P E N D I X  U
THE 50CI0METRIC TEST
The following instructions were given to each child:
"Now, imagine that there is a competition in your class 
and the first prize of the competition is an outing 
for a day with another child in your class. If you 
won the prize, who would you like to go with? Put 
down the names of the two children you would like to 
go with.”
Scoring: For each choice for a child, score one for that 
child, aggregating the total scores for each child.
.Mean S.U. N
English boys in middle class area 1,771
English girls in middle class area 1.971
UJest Indian boys in working class area 1.963 
West Indian girls in working class area 1.817
1.113 54
1.313 52
1.628 56
1.420 . 55
